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Abstrat
We investigate the innitely many demes limit of the genealogy of a sample of individuals from a
subdivided population that experienes sporadi mass extintion events. By exploiting a separation
of time sales that ours within a lass of strutured population models generalizing Wright's island
model, we show that as the number of demes tends to innity, the limiting form of the genealogy an
be desribed in terms of the alternation of instantaneous sattering phases that depend mainly on loal
demographi proesses, and extended olleting phases that are dominated by global proesses. When
extintion and reolonization events are loal, the genealogy is desribed by Kingman's oalesent,
and the sattering phase inuenes only the overall rate of the proess. In ontrast, if the demes
left vaant by a mass extintion event are reolonized by individuals emerging from a small number
of demes, then the limiting genealogy is a oalesent proess with simultaneous multiple mergers
(a Ξ-oalesent). In this ase, the details of the within-deme population dynamis inuene not
only the overall rate of the oalesent proess, but also the statistis of the omplex mergers that
an our within sample genealogies. These results suggest that the ombined eets of geography
and disturbane ould play an important role in produing the unusual patterns of geneti variation
doumented in some marine organisms with high feundity.
AMS subjet lassiation. Primary : 60J25, 60J75. Seondary: 60G09, 92D25.
Keywords: genealogy, Ξ-oalesent, extintion/reolonization, disturbane, metapopulation, popu-
lation genetis, separation of time sales.
1 Introdution
In this artile, we investigate a lass of population genetis models that desribe a population of individuals
subdivided into D demes whih are subjet to sporadi mass extintion events. In general, we will think
of these demes as orresponding to geographially distint subpopulations suh as our in Wright's island
model (Wright, 1931), but this struture ould also arise in other ways, suh as through the assoiation
of homologous hromosomes within dierent individuals of a diploid speies. Whatever the soure of
the struture, many speies are subjet to reurrent disturbanes whih, if severe enough, an result in
the extintion of a large proportion of the population (Sousa, 1984). Important soures of widespread
disturbane inlude re, severe storms, drought, volani eruptions, earthquakes, inset outbreaks, and
disease epidemis. Our goal in this paper is to haraterize the eets that suh events have on the
genealogy of a sample of individuals or genes olleted from the entire population. Speially, we will
identify a set of onditions whih will guarantee that in the limit of innitely many demes, the genealogy
of the sample onverges to a proess whih alternates between two phases: an extended phase during
whih anestral lineages oupy distint demes, and an eetively instantaneous phase that begins eah
time two or more lineages are gathered into the same deme and ends when these are again sattered into
dierent subpopulations through a ombination of mergers and migrations. The existene of this limit is
a onsequene of the separation of time sales between demographi events ourring within individual
demes and those aeting the global dynamis of the population.
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This study was partly motivated by reent investigations of the population genetis of several ma-
rine organisms whose genealogies appear to depart signiantly from Kingman's oalesent (see Se-
tion 1.2). Based on their analysis of sequene polymorphism in a population of the Pai oyster,
Eldon and Wakeley (2006) and more reently Sargsyan and Wakeley (2008) suggest that the genealogies
of some marine organisms with high feundity and sweepstakes reruitment may be better desribed by a
lass of oalesent proesses that generalize Kingman's oalesent by allowing for simultaneous multiple
mergers. Indeed, in suh organisms, the apaity of individuals to spawn millions of ospring makes it
possible, in theory at least, for a substantial fration of the population to be desended from a single
parent. However, depending on the life history and eology of the speies in question, this ould happen
in several dierent ways. One possibility is that on rare oasions, individuals give birth to suh a large
number of ospring that even with random, independent survival of young, these ohorts onstitute a
sizable proportion of the next generation. Suh a senario has been studied by Shweinsberg (2003), who
showed that oalesents with multiple and simultaneous mergers arise naturally when the ospring distri-
bution has a polynomial tail. Another possibility is that on rare oasions a small number of individuals
ould ontribute disproportionately many of the surviving ospring not beause they are exeptionally
feund, but beause of mass reprodutive failure or death in other parts of the population. What dis-
tinguishes these two senarios is whether individuals win the reruitment sweepstakes by produing an
exeptionally large number of ospring relative to the long-term average, or by simply giving birth to an
average (or even below-average) number of ospring at a time when most other individuals experiene
an exeptional failure of reprodution.
The multiple mergers that our in the models investigated in this paper arise through a ombination
of both of these fators: mass extintions reate large swathes of unoupied territory whih is then in-
stantaneously repopulated by individuals emerging from nitely many demes. Of ourse, one weakness of
this study is that we do not identify the biologial mehanism responsible for restriting reolonization in
this way, and in fat it seems diult to formulate suh a mehanism that is both realisti and onsistent
with the metapopulation models onsidered in this paper. However, there are several senarios under
whih similar dynamis ould arise in a spatially extended population in whih disturbane events tend to
aet ontiguous demes. For example, if dispersal distanes are short, then reolonization of vaant habi-
tat in a one-dimensional population suh as along a shoreline or a riparian orridor ould be dominated
by individuals reently desended from the small number of demes bordering the aeted area. Similar
reasoning might also apply to organisms with fratal-like distributions, suh as aquati or littoral speies
in estuarine environments or possibly even HIV-1 populations in the lymphati system of an infeted host.
Alternatively, if regrowth from the margins is slow or even impossible (e.g., beause surviving demes are
separated from vaant demes by inhospitable habitat), then a few long-distane migrants ould be respon-
sible for repopulating empty demes even in speies with two-dimensional distributions. Furthermore, in
this ase, we might also predit that the number of demes ontributing reolonizers would be negatively
orrelated with the feundity of the organism, sine less time would be available for additional migrants
to enter the aeted region before the rst migrant propagule had ompletely repopulated the region.
Although the mathematial analysis is muh more hallenging than that given here, spatially-expliit
models inorporating these features are urrently under development (Alison Etheridge, pers. omm.).
1.1 Wright's island model with mass extintions
To motivate both the lass of models studied in this paper as well as the separation of time sales
phenomenon that leads to the innitely-many demes limit, let us begin by onsidering a version of Wright's
island model with mass extintions. Suppose that a population of haploid organisms is subdivided into
D demes, eah of whih ontains N individuals. We will assume that individuals reprodue ontinuously,
i.e., generations are overlapping, and that at rate 1 eah individual gives birth to a single ospring whih
settles in that same deme with probability 1 − m and otherwise migrates to one of the other D − 1
demes, hosen uniformly at random. In either ase, we will assume that the deme size is onstant and
that a newborn individual immediately replaes one of the existing N members of the deme in whih it
settles. Notie that if m = 0, then this model redues to a olletion of D independent Moran models in
populations of onstant size N , whereas if N = m = 1, it desribes the usual Moran model in a single
population of size D. However, in the following disussion we will assume that m > 0 and that D is very
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muh larger than N .
Before we aount for mass extintions, let us onsider the genealogy of a sample of n individuals
hosen uniformly at random from the entire population. We rst observe that, looking bakwards in time,
eah lineage migrates out of its urrent deme at rate (D− 1)Nm/ND ≈ m. Furthermore, if two lineages
oupy dierent demes, then for these to oalese, one of the two must migrate into the deme where the
other lineage urrently resides, an event that ours approximately at rate m/D; here we have negleted
terms of order D−2 and will ontinue to do so without further omment. When two lineages are olleted
in the same deme, then they an either oalese immediately, whih happens with probability 1/N , or
they an ohabit within that deme for some random period of time until either they oalese or they
migrate into dierent demes. Sine two lineages oupying the same deme oalese at rate 2(1−m)/N ,
and eah lineage, independently of the other, migrates out of the deme at rate m, the probability that the
two oalese rather than migrate is χ = (1−m)/(1−m+Nm). Putting these observations together, it
follows that every time two lineages are olleted within the same deme by migration, the total probability
that they oalese rather than migrate into dierent demes is 1/N +(1− 1/N)χ = 1/(1−m+Nm), and
the time that elapses between entry into the same deme and either oalesene or esape is a mixture of a
point mass at 0 (in ase they oalese at the entry time) and an exponential random variable with mean
N/(2mN + 2(1 − m)). In partiular, notie that typially muh less time is required for two lineages
oupying the same deme to either oalese or esape (of order N) than is needed for two lineages
oupying dierent demes to be olleted into the same deme (of order D). It is this disparity between
the rate of events happening within individual demes and the rate at whih lineages are gathered together
that gives rise to a separation of time sales in the island model. If we resale time by a fator of D and
let the number of demes tend to innity, then the time required for two lineages sampled from dierent
demes to oalese is exponentially distributed with mean (1−m+Nm)/2m.
To omplete our desription of the oalesent proess in this model, we need to onsider the possibility
of more omplex oalesent events. We rst observe that if n individuals are sampled from D demes,
then the probability that all of these individuals reside in dierent demes will be lose to one if D is
muh greater than n. Furthermore, beause lineages oupying dierent demes oalese and migrate
independently of one another, it is straightforward to show that the probability that three or more
lineages anestral to our sample are olleted into the same deme is of order D−2 or smaller. Likewise,
it an be shown that the probability of having multiple pairs of lineages olleted into several demes at
the same time is similarly negligible. From these observations, it follows that only pairwise oalesene
events matter in the innitely-many demes limit, and that if there are n anestral lineages, then at
rate
(
n
2
)
2m/(1−m+Nm), two of these, hosen uniformly at random, oalese, leaving n − 1 anestral
lineages. In other words, the genealogy for this model an be approximated by a salar time hange of
Kingman's oalesent, with a rate that depends on both the migration rate and the deme size. This result
is essentially due to Wakeley and Aliaar (2001), who onsidered a similar model with non-overlapping
generations and Wright-Fisher sampling.
Now let us introdue mass extintion events into this model. Fix e > 0 and y ∈ [0, 1), and suppose that
at rate e/D, the metapopulation suers a disturbane whih auses eah deme to go extint, independently
of all others, with probability y. For example, we ould onsider a model in whih the demes represent
small islands or keys in the Caribbean and the disturbanes are hurrianes that ompletely inundate
those islands lying in their path. Here we are reverting to the original time units, i.e., time has not yet
been resaled by a fator of D, and we have hosen the disturbane rate so that mass extintions our
at rates ommensurate with oalesene in the pure island model. In keeping with the assumption that
deme size is onstant, we will assume that all of the islands that are left vaant by a mass extintion
are immediately reolonized by ospring dispersing out of a single soure deme that is hosen uniformly
at random from among the demes unaeted by the disturbane. In addition, we will assume that the
parent of eah olonizing individual is hosen uniformly at random from the N members of the soure
deme. Of ourse, the entire metapopulation ould be extirpated by a mass extintion if y > 0, but the
probability of this outome is exponentially small in D and an be disregarded as D tends to innity.
Suppose that a mass extintion ours at a time when there are n anestral lineages oupying distint
demes. Bearing in mind that we are now looking bakwards in time, all of the lineages belonging to demes
that are aeted by the disturbane will move into the soure deme, where those sharing the same parent
will immediately oalese. Thus, one reason that multiple mergers an our in this model is beause of
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the very highly skewed distribution of reolonizing ospring ontributed both by individuals and demes
following a mass extintion. Suppose that there are n1 distint lineages remaining in the soure deme
one we aount for this initial set of oalesenes. These lineages will undergo a random sequene of
migration and oalesene events until there is only one lineage remaining within the soure deme. For
example, if n1 = 4, then one possible outome would see one lineage migrate out of the deme followed by
a pair of binary mergers, leaving only one lineage within the soure deme. Whatever the sequene, the
amount of time required to satter the lineages into dierent demes will be of order O(1), whereas the
time until either the next mass extintion event or the next binary merger involving lineages outside of
the soure deme will be of order O(D). Thus, if we again resale time by a fator of D, then any sequene
of oalesene and migration events involving a soure deme will eetively be instantaneous when we
let D tend to innity. This is the seond way in whih multiple merger events an arise in this model.
Furthermore, varying the migration rate and deme size hanges not only the overall rate of oalesene,
but also the relative rates of the dierent kinds of multiple merger events that an our. For example, if
Nm is very small, then the oalesent proess will be lose to a Λ-oalesent (whih has multiple mergers,
but not simultaneous multiple mergers) beause most lineages that are olleted into a soure deme by a
mass extintion event will oalese before any esape by migration. However, as N inreases, so will the
probability that multiple lineages enter into and then esape from the soure deme without oalesing.
This suggests that at moderate values of Nm, mass extintions may be likely to result in simultaneous
mergers (i.e., the oalesent is a Ξ-oalesent), while for very large values of Nm, multiple mergers of all
types will be unlikely and the oalesent proess will tend towards Kingman's oalesent.
1.2 Neutral genealogies and oalesents
In the last twenty years, oalesent proesses have taken on inreasingly important role in both theoretial
and applied population genetis, where their relationship to genealogial trees has made them powerful
tools to study the evolution of geneti diversity within a population. Under the assumption of neutrality,
alleli types do not inuene the reprodution of individuals and it is therefore possible to separate
`type' and `desent'. This allows us to study the genealogy of a sample of individuals on its own and
then superimpose a mehanism desribing how types are transmitted from parent to ospring, justifying
the interest in investigating genealogial proesses orresponding to partiular reprodution mehanisms
without expliit mention of types. We refer to Nordborg (2001) for a review of oalesent theory in
population genetis.
Beginning with the oalesent proess introdued by Kingman (1982) to model the genealogy of a
sample of individuals from a large population, three inreasingly general lasses of oalesent proesses
have been desribed. A key feature shared by all three lasses is the following onsisteny property: the
proess indued on the set of all partitions of {1, . . . , n} by the oalesent ating on the partitions of
{1, . . . , n+ k} (obtained by onsidering only the bloks ontaining elements of {1, . . . , n}) has the same
law as the oalesent ating on the partitions of {1, . . . , n}. In terms of genealogies, this property means
that the genealogy of n individuals does not depend on the size of the sample that ontains them. To
desribe these ontinuous-time Markov proesses, it will be onvenient to introdue some notation. For
all n ∈ N, we denote the set of all partitions of [n] ≡ {1, . . . , n} by Pn. In the following, the index n
of the set of partitions in whih we are working will be referred to as the sample size, an element of
{1, . . . , n} will be alled an individual, and `blok' or `lineage' will be equivalent terminology to refer
to an equivalene lass. If ζ ∈
⋃
n Pn, then |ζ| = k means that the partition ζ has k bloks. Also, for
ζ, η ∈ Pn and k1, . . . , kr ≥ 2, we will write η ⊂k1,...,kr ζ if η is obtained from ζ by merging exatly k1
bloks of ζ into one blok, k2 into another blok, and so on. Kingman's oalesent is dened on Pn for
all n ≥ 1, as a Markov proess with the following Q-matrix: if ζ, η ∈ Pn,
qK(ζ → η) =


1 if η ⊂2 ζ,
−
(
|ζ|
2
)
if η = ζ,
0 otherwise.
A more general lass of exhangeable oalesents, allowing mergers of more than two bloks at a time, was
studied by Pitman (1999) and Sagitov (1999). These oalesents with multiple mergers (or Λ-oalesents)
are in one-to-one orrespondene with the nite measures on [0, 1] in the following manner: for a given
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oalesent, there exists a unique nite measure Λ on [0, 1] suh that the entries qΛ(ζ → η) of the Q-matrix
of the oalesent, for ζ, η ∈ Pn, are given by
qΛ(ζ → η) =


∫ 1
0 Λ(dx)x
k−2(1− x)b−k if η ⊂k ζ and |ζ| = b,
−
∫ 1
0
Λ(dx)x−2
(
1− (1 − x)b−1(1− x+ bx)
)
if η = ζ and |ζ| = b,
0 otherwise.
Kingman's oalesent is reovered by taking Λ = δ0, the point mass at 0. Lastly, a third and wider lass
of oalesents was introdued by Möhle and Sagitov (2001) and Shweinsberg (2000), for whih mergers
involving more than one anestor are allowed. These oalesents with simultaneous multiple mergers (or
Ξ-oalesents) are haraterized in Shweinsberg (2000) by a nite Borel measure on the innite ordered
simplex
∆ =
{
(x1, x2, . . .) : x1 ≥ x2 ≥ . . . ≥ 0,
∞∑
i=1
xi ≤ 1
}
.
Indeed, to eah oalesent orresponds a unique nite measure Ξ on ∆ of the form Ξ = Ξ0 + aδ0, where
Ξ0 has no atom at zero and a ∈ [0,∞), suh that the transition rates of the oalesent ating on Pn are
given by
qΞ(ζ → η) =
∫
∆
Ξ0(dx)∑∞
j=1 x
2
j
( s∑
l=0
∑
i1 6=...6=ir+l
(
s
l
)
xk1i1 . . . x
kr
ir
xir+1 . . . xir+l
(
1−
∞∑
j=1
xj
)s−l)
+ a I{r=1,k1=2}
if η ⊂k1,...,kr ζ and s ≡ |ζ| −
∑r
i=1 ki. The other rates (for η 6= ζ) are equal to zero. The Λ-oalesents
are partiular ases of Ξ-oalesents, for whih Ξ(x2 > 0) = 0.
As mentioned above, oalesent proesses an be used to desribe the genealogy of large populations.
Indeed, a large body of literature has been devoted to desribing onditions on the demography of
a population of nite size N that guarantee that the genealogial proess of a sample of individuals
onverges to a oalesent as N tends to innity. Suh limiting results for populations with disrete non-
overlapping generations are reviewed in Möhle (2000), and some examples an be found for instane in
Shweinsberg (2003), Eldon and Wakeley (2006) and Sargsyan and Wakeley (2008). In these examples,
the shape of the limiting oalesent is related to the propensity of individuals to produe a non-negligible
fration of the population in the next generation.
However, the representation of the genealogy as a oalesent requires in partiular that any pair of
lineages has the same hane to oalese. This ondition breaks down when the population is strutured
into subpopulations, sine then oalesene will our disproportionately often between lineages belonging
to the same deme. To model these kinds of senarios, strutured analogues of oalesent proesses were
introdued (see e.g. Notohara, 1990; Wilkinson-Herbots, 1998), whih allow lineages both to move between
demes as well as oalese within demes. Various state spaes have been used to desribe a strutured
oalesent, suh as vetors in whih the i'th omponent gives the lineages (or their number) present in
deme i, or vetors of pairs `blok × deme label'. All these representations of a strutured genealogy take
into aount the fat that the reprodutive or dispersal dynamis may dier between demes, hene the
need to keep trak of the loation of the lineages. In ontrast, several papers investigate models where the
struture of the genealogy ollapses on an appropriate time sale, i.e., the limiting genealogy no longer
sees the geographial division of the population. In Cox (1989), demes are loated at the sites of the
torus T(D) ⊂ Zd of size D and eah site an ontain at most one lineage. Lineages move between sites
aording to a simple random walk, and when one of them lands on a site already oupied, it merges
instantaneously with the inhabitant of this `deme'. These oalesing random walks, dual to the voter
model on the torus, are proved to onverge to Kingman's oalesent as D → ∞. More preisely, Cox
shows that if n <∞ lineages start from n sites independently and uniformly distributed over T(D), then
the proess ounting the number of distint lineages onverges to the pure death proess that desribes
the number of lineages in Kingman's oalesent. This analysis is generalized in Cox and Durrett (2002)
and Zähle et al. (2005), where eah site of the torus now ontains N ∈ N individuals and a Moran-
type reprodution dynamis ours within eah deme. Again, the limiting genealogy of a nite number
of partiles sampled at distant sites is given by Kingman's oalesent, and onvergene is in the same
sense as for Cox' result. Other studies of systems of partiles moving between disrete subpopulations
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and oalesing do not require that the initial loations of the lineages be thinned out. In Greven et al.
(2007), demes are distributed over the grid Z
2
and the proess starts with a Poisson-distributed number
of lineages on eah site of a large box of size Dα/2, for some α ∈ (0, 1]. The authors show that the total
number of lineages alive at times of the form Dt onverges in distribution as a proess (indexed by t ≥ α)
to a time-hange of the blok ounting proess of Kingman's oalesent, as D → ∞. See Greven et al.
(2007) for many other referenes related to these ideas.
Our emphasis in this paper will be on the separation of time sales phenomenon and the way in whih
loal and global demographi proesses jointly determine the statistis of the limiting oalesent proess.
Consequently, we shall always assume that the demes omprising our population are exhangeable, i.e.,
the same demographi proesses operate within eah deme, and migrants are equally likely to ome from
any one of the D demes. In this simplied setting, we only need to know how lineages are grouped into
demes, but not the labels of these demes.
1.3 Separation of time sales
A separation of time sales an be said to our whenever dierent omponents of a stohasti proess
evolve at rates whih greatly dier in their magnitudes. This onept is usually invoked when there is
a sequene of stohasti proesses (XDt , t ≥ 0) on a spae E as well as a funtion η : E → E
′
and an
inreasing sequene rD →∞ suh that the proesses (XDr−1
D
t
, t ≥ 0) have a non-trivial limit (X fastt , t ≥ 0)
determined by the fast time sale, while the proesses (η(XDt ), t ≥ 0) (whih are only weakly inuened
by the fast evolution) have another non-trivial limit (Xslowt , t ≥ 0) determined by the slow time sale.
It is often the ase that the proesses (XDt , t ≥ 0) have the Markov property but do not onverge to a
limit, while the slow proesses (η(XDt ), t ≥ 0) do onverge, but are not Markovian.
Separation of time sales tehniques were rst introdued into population genetis by Ethier and Nagylaki
(1980), and sine then have been used to study the genealogial proesses of strutured populations in
several dierent settings. Nordborg and Krone (2002) onsider a population of total size N , evolving
aording to a Wright-Fisher model (see Fisher, 1930; Wright, 1931) and distributed over D <∞ demes.
These demes are in turn strutured into groups of demes, within whih individuals migrate faster (at a
rate of order N−α for an α ∈ [0, 1]) than from one group to another (whih ours at a rate O(N−1)).
When all demes are onneted by fast migration, they show that strutured genealogy ollapses to an un-
strutured Kingman's oalesent as N tends to innity, due to the fat that migration is so fast ompared
to the oalesene rate (of orderN−1) that the population beomes well-mixed before the rst oalesene
event ours. When several groups of demes are onneted by slow migration, the genealogial proess
onverges to a strutured oalesent, in whih groups of demes at as panmiti populations and oales-
ene of lineages within a group is faster than between two groups. These results are made possible by
the fat that the bloks of the partition indued by the genealogy are not aeted by a migration event.
Sine only migration ours on the fast time sale and oalesene is on the slow time sale, forgetting
about the loation of the lineages gives a sequene of (non-Markov) proesses whih onverge on the slow
time sale to a Markov proess.
Another kind of separation of time sales was studied by Wakeley and o-authors in a series of papers
(see in partiular Wakeley, 1998, 1999, 2004; Wakeley and Aliaar, 2001). In these models, a population
evolving in disrete non-overlapping generations oupies D demes, labeled 1, . . . , D. Deme i ontains
a population of Ni adults and reeives Mi migrants eah generation. Then, a Wright-Fisher resampling
within eah deme brings the population sizes bak to their initial values. Other mehanisms an also
be taken into aount, suh as extintion of a group of demes followed by instantaneous reolonization.
AllowingD to tend to innity greatly simplies the analysis of the genealogial proesses, and in partiular
gives rise to a deomposition of the genealogy of a sample of individuals into two dierent phases, ourring
on two time sales. Following the terminology introdued in Wakeley (1999), the rst phase to our is
the sattering phase, in whih lineages oupying the same deme oalese or move to empty demes
(`empty' meaning that none of the sampled lineages are in this deme). In the limit, this phase ours
on the fast time sale and is therefore viewed as instantaneous. At the end of the sattering phase, all
remaining lineages lie in dierent demes. The olleting phase is the following period of time during
whih lineages are gathered together into the same demes by migration or extintion/reolonization,
where they may merge. The limiting genealogial proess is a oalesent on the slow time sale, whih
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ends when the number of lineages reahes one.
As we have already mentioned, apart from an initial instantaneous burst of mergers (whih only
ours if multiple individuals are sampled from the same deme) all of the genealogial proesses obtained
in this setting are salar time hanges of Kingman's oalesent. Indeed, in the forwards in time evolution,
migrants and olonizers are assumed to ome from the whole population or from a non-vanishing fration
of the demes and so, with probability one, only two of the nitely many lineages of the sample are
brought into the same deme at a time in the limit. Subsequently, the two lineages either oalese or
are sattered again, but in any ase the outome is at most a binary merger. In this paper, we shall
study oalesent proesses that arise in population models whih inlude mass extintions and general
reolonization mehanisms, and desribe the onditions in whih it orresponds to an unstrutured Ξ-
oalesent on the slow time sale. To this end, we will speak of `sattering' and `olleting' phases in
a more general sense. We prefer to all the `olleting phase' the period of time during whih lineages
wander among empty demes until a migration or extintion event brings several lineages into the same
deme. We shall show that, one suh a `geographial ollision' has ourred, an instantaneous sattering
phase follows at the end of whih all lineages have merged or moved to empty demes. Another olleting
phase then starts and so on until the most reent ommon anestor of the sample has been reahed and
there is only one lineage remaining.
1.4 Framework and main results
Fix n ∈ N and onsider the genealogy of a sample of n individuals from a population of D > n demes (the
following framework also allows D =∞). In the following, we shall suppose that demes are exhangeable
in the sense given in Setion 1.2. We shall work in the spae Psn dened as follows:
Denition 1. Let P˜sn be the set
P˜sn ≡
{(
{B1, . . . , Bi1}, . . . , {Bin−1+1, . . . , Bin}
)
: 0 ≤ i1 ≤ . . . ≤ in ≤ n,
∅ 6= Bj ⊂ [n] ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , in}, {B1, . . . , Bin} ∈ Pn
}
of n-tuples of sets (we allow some of the omponents of the n-tuple to be empty), and let us dene
the equivalene relation ∼ on P˜sn by ξ ∼ ξ
′
if and only if there exists a permutation σ of [n] suh
that, if B1 ≡ {B1, . . . , Bi1}, . . . , Bn ≡ {Bin−1+1, . . . , Bin} are the omponents of the vetor ξ, then
ξ′ =
(
Bσ(1), . . . ,Bσ(n)
)
. The quotient of P˜sn by ∼ is denoted by P
s
n.
We all any
(
{B1, . . . , Bi1}, . . . , {Bin−1+1, . . . , Bin}
)
∈ Psn an unordered strutured partition of
[n].
In view of the appliation we have in mind, eah omponent Bj represents a partiular deme ontaining
some of the lineages anestral to the sample, and the bloks Bk (for k ∈ {1, . . . , in}) speify the partition
of the sample determined by the anestors alive at a partiular time. Empty omponents are used to
guarantee a onstant vetor size, n, independent of the index D used later. In the following, we omit the
term `unordered' when referring to the strutured partitions of Denition 1.
The nite set Psn is endowed with the disrete topology, whih is equivalent to the quotient by ∼ of
the disrete topology on P˜sn.
Denition 2. A Markov proess P on Psn for whih bloks an only merge and hange omponent is
alled a strutured genealogial proess.
To illustrate the possible transitions, let us take n = 5 and onsider the following sequene of events:
(
{{1}}, {{2}}, {{3}}, {{4}}, {{5}}
) (i)
→
(
{{1}, {2}}, {{3, 4}}, {{5}}, ∅, ∅
)
(ii)
→
(
{{1}}, {{2}}, {{3, 4, 5}}, ∅, ∅
)
(iii)
→
(
{{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅
)
.
In this example, we start from the onguration in Ps5 where eah lineage is alone in its deme. During
transition (i), either {1} or {2} hanges omponent and both bloks end up in the same deme (whih
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reates an empty omponent in our representation), but remain distint. In ontrast, either {3} or {4}
also moves (emptying another omponent), but then the two bloks merge into a single blok {3, 4}
whih is not allowed to split during later transitions. Blok {5} remains alone in its omponent. During
transition (ii), lineages {1} and {2} are sattered again into two dierent demes by the movement of one
of them, while one of the lineages {3, 4} or {5} hanges omponent and the two bloks merge. Eventually,
all the remaining bloks are gathered into the same deme and merge into a single blok. Sine elements
of Ps5 are dened up to a permutation of their omponents and sine a blok is not allowed to split, no
other hange is possible from the state reahed after transition (iii).
Remark 1.1. Movements and mergers of bloks do not alter the sample size. However, this does not
guarantee that the strutured genealogies are onsistent in the sense given in Setion 1.2 as we would
expet from a reasonable genealogial proess. In fat, several onditions will be imposed on the models we
onsider so that this property holds: see Lemma 2.2 for the onsisteny of the fast genealogial proess,
and the set of onditions (4) imposed on the geographial gatherings in Proposition 2.1. Proposition
4.1 states in partiular that the latter onditions are neessary and suient for the genealogies to be
onsistent on both time sales and that when they are fullled, the unstrutured genealogial proess on
the slow time sale is a Ξ-oalesent.
Let us order the omponents of a given strutured partition by the smallest element belonging to a
blok ontained in the omponent (if it is non-empty). Empty omponents ome last. For eah k ≤ n and
ζ ∈ Psn, let us write |ζ|a = k if the a'th omponent (in the order just dened) of the strutured partition
ζ ontains k bloks, and dene a subset Πn of P
s
n by
Πn ≡
{
ζ ∈ Psn : |ζ|a ≤ 1 ∀ a ∈ {1, . . . , n}
}
. (1)
Πn is the set of all strutured partitions of [n] in whih eah deme ontains at most one lineage. These
sets will appear naturally in the desription of the limiting proesses.
Reall from the example given in Setion 1.1 that the rate at whih lineages are olleted together
in the same deme is muh smaller than the rate at whih lineages already oupying the same deme
either oalese or are sattered into dierent demes. Furthermore, as in that example, we will ontinue
to assume that atastrophi extintion-reolonization events our rarely, in fat, at rates that are of the
same order of magnitude as the rate at whih lineages oupying dierent demes are brought together
by ordinary migration. With these points in mind, let us onsider a sequene (PDs , s ≥ 0) of strutured
genealogial proesses for a nite sample from the whole population, whih onsists of the following kinds
of events:
• within-deme oalesene and movement of lineages to empty demes at rates of order O(1);
• movement of groups of lineages initially oupying dierent demes into the same deme, possibly
followed by mergers of some of these lineages, at rates of order O(r−1D ).
Let us resale time by a fator of rD so that the oalesene rate of two individuals in dierent demes
is of order O(1) as D tends to innity. Of ourse, within-deme oalesene and migration now our at
inreasing rates of order O(rD). This implies that, for a given sample size n, the generator G
D
of the
genealogial proess ating on Psn has the form
GD = rDΨ+ Γ+RD,
where Ψ,Γ and RD are bounded linear operators, 〈RD〉 → 0 as D → ∞, and we do not reord the
dependene of the operators on the sample size n. Here, if ‖ · ‖ stands for the supremum norm on the
spae of funtions f : Psn → R, then 〈R〉 is dened by
〈R〉 = sup
f 6=0
‖Rf‖
‖f‖
. (2)
Beause rD → ∞, the sequene (GD)D≥1 is unbounded, even when applied to funtions of the
unstrutured partition indued by PD, and so we do not expet the strutured oalesent proesses
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orresponding to these generators to onverge pathwise. Nevertheless, our heuristi desription of the
fast dynamis suggests that elements of Πn will be unaeted by the `fast' events orresponding to Ψ,
whih will indeed be the ase under the assumptions made in Setion 2. Furthermore, we will show (f.
Lemma 2.1) that the proess generated by Ψ on Psn and starting at ζ ∈ P
s
n a.s. reahes a random nal
state ζ in Πn in a nite number of steps. Sine the rates of the events generated by Ψ grow to innity,
inreasing numbers of these events take plae before the rst event orresponding to Γ even ours. This
motivates the desription of the genealogy given above in terms of an alternation of very short sattering
phases driven by Ψ and of longer olleting phases ending with the rst event generated by Γ at whih
PD leaves Πn. Viewing all of the transitions ourring during a given sattering phase as a single, more
omplex event, and exploiting the fat that these phases are vanishingly short, it is plausible that there
is a genealogial proess P with values in Πn suh that for eah xed time t > 0, PDt ⇒ Pt as D → ∞.
Our main result makes these heuristi arguments rigorous:
Theorem 1.1. Let ζ ∈ Psn. Under the onditions desribed in Setion 3.1, the nite-dimensional distri-
butions of the strutured genealogial proess PD starting at ζ onverge to those of a Πn-valued Markov
proess P starting at ζ, exept at time 0.
The proof that PD onverges in law to P in the Skorokhod spae DPsn [0,∞) of all àdlàg paths
with values in Psn requires tightness of the orresponding sequene of distributions. We shall show in
Proposition 3.2 that this property holds if and only if the rate at whih the genealogial proess leaves
the set Πn tends to zero as D grows to innity. Indeed, if this ondition is not satised, then two or more
jumps an aumulate during a sattering phase: the jump out of Πn followed by the events needed to
bring PD bak into Πn. Fortunately, the proof that the unstrutured genealogial proesses are tight is
less demanding, sine these proesses do not hange state when lineages move between demes. In this
ase, an aumulation of jumps due to the fast within-deme dynamis will be ruled out if we an show
that the probability that the proess PD re-enters Πn in a single jump onverges to one as D tends to
innity.
The limiting proess P with values in Πn is introdued and investigated in Setion 2, and we show
in Proposition 2.1 that, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, the unstrutured genealogial proess
indued by P is the restrition to Pn of a Ξ-oalesent. We also identify the limiting proess ξ for the
genealogy on the fast time sale in Setion 2, and state in Proposition 3.1 the onvergene of PD
r−1
D
·
to ξ as
proesses with values in DPsn [0,∞). The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 3.1 are given in Setion
3, along with a disussion of the tightness of PD. Although the onditions of Theorem 1.1 are somewhat
ontrived, we show in Setion 4 that these are neessary and suient for the unstrutured genealogial
proess of a generalized island model to onverge to a Ξ-oalesent on the slow time sale. In Setion
5, we apply these results to a partiular lass of models inorporating mass extintion events. Based
on our analysis of this lass, we suggest that families of Ξ-oalesents may often interpolate between
Λ-oalesents and Kingman's oalesent in strutured population models, and that it may be a generi
property of suh models that they admit simultaneous mergers whenever they admit multiple mergers.
2 Constrution of the limiting genealogial proesses
2.1 A generalized Island-Cannings Model
To motivate the genealogial proesses onsidered in this paper, we begin by introduing a general model
for the demography of a subdivided population whih ombines features of the Cannings model (Cannings,
1974) with those of the lassial Island model (Wright, 1931).
Suppose that the population is subdivided intoD demes, eah of whih ontainsN haploid individuals.
Islands are labeled 1, . . . , D, while individuals within eah island are labeled 1, . . . , N . At rate 1, an ND2-
dimensional random vetor R ≡
(
Ri,jk , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , D}, k ∈ {1, . . . , N}
)
is hosen, suh that for all i, j, k,
Ri,jk is the number of desendants of the k'th individual in deme j whih settle into deme i during the
event. In keeping with the spirit of the Cannings' model, we use the term `desendant' both to refer to
the ospring of reproduing individuals as well as to individuals whih were alive both before and after
the event (as in Cannings' formulation of the Moran model). We impose the following onditions on the
random variables Ri,jk :
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1. Constant deme size: With probability 1, for all i ∈ [D] we have
∑
j,k R
i,j
k = N .
2. Exhangeable dynamis: The law of R is invariant under any permutation σ of [D]2 × [N ] suh
that for every i ∈ [D], σ(i, i, k)1 = σ(i, i, k)2, i.e., σ onserves the relation soure deme = destination
deme. (Here, σ(i, j, k)l denotes the l'th omponent of the permuted vetor.)
Then, in eah deme the urrent population is replaed by the N ospring oming into this deme during
the event, whih we label in an exhangeable manner.
Let us omment on the above onditions. The rst one simply guarantees that the number of individ-
uals in eah deme is onstant and equal to N . For the seond ondition, let us rst x i, j and a permu-
tation τ of [N ], and look at the permutation σ given by σ(i, j, k) = (i, j, τ(k)) and σ(i′, j′, k′) = (i′, j′, k′)
whenever i 6= i′ or j 6= j′. Then, ondition 2 orresponds to the exhangeability of the ontribution of
the inhabitants of deme j in repopulating deme i. Seond, x i and hoose a permutation τ of [D] \ {i}.
Set σ(i, j, k) = (i, τ(j), k) if j 6= i, σ(i, i, k) = (i, i, k) and σ(i′, j′, k′) = (i′, j′, k′) whenever i′ 6= i. In this
ase, ondition 2 states that the demes dierent from deme i ontribute in an exhangeable manner to
the repopulation of deme i. Finally, let τ be a permutation of [D] and dene σ(i, j, k) = (τ(i), j, k) if
j /∈ {i, τ(i)}, σ(i, j, k) = (τ(i), τ(i), l) if j = i, and σ(i, j, k) = (τ(i), i, l) if j = τ(i). For suh permuta-
tions, ondition 2 asserts that the dispersal mehanism is exhangeable with respet to the destination
of dispersing individuals (provided that this diers from the soure deme). Overall, our assumptions
aim at making the dynamis depend on the labels as weakly as possible, but we allow the repopulation
mehanism of a deme to dier aording to whether the new individuals are produed within this deme
or ome from one of the D − 1 other demes.
Example 1. If R is invariant under all permutations σ of [D]2× [N ] (not just those satisfying ondition
2), then the dynamis are those of a Cannings' model for a panmiti population of size DN , i.e., there
is no population subdivision.
Example 2. If all demes evolve independently of eah other, then Ri,j ≡ 0 whenever j 6= i. Condition 2
imposes that (Ri,i, i ∈ [D]) should be an exhangeable D-tuple of exhangeable N -tuples, a situation
orresponding to a ontinuous-time Cannings model ating within eah deme.
Example 3. Let m ∈ [0, 1] and assume that, with probability 1 − m, R is hosen as in Example 2.
With probability m, four numbers i, j, l, k are sampled uniformly at random in [D]2 × [N ]2, and the k'th
individual in deme j produes an ospring that replaes the l'th individual in deme i. In this ase,
Ri,i = (1, . . . , 0, . . . , 1), where the unique zero is in the l'th oordinate; Ri,j = (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0), where the
unique 1 is in the k'th oordinate; Ri,j
′
= (0, . . . , 0) if j′ /∈ {i, j} and for i′ 6= i, Ri
′,j′ = (1, . . . , 1) if
i′ = j′ and (0, . . . , 0) otherwise. This model gives a simple example inluding within-deme reprodution
and individual migration. Alternatively, individuals ould be exhanged between demes during a migration
event, in whih ase a desendant of individual l in deme i (in the above notation) also replaes individual
k in deme j.
Example 4. An event during whih one deme goes extint and is reolonized by the ospring of indi-
viduals oming from other demes has the following formulation: Ri,i = (0, . . . , 0) if deme i goes extint,
Rl,l = (1, . . . , 1) if l 6= i and the repopulation of deme i satises the exhangeability ondition 2. For
instane, N individuals are hosen uniformly at random among the N(D − 1) inhabitants of the other
demes and ontribute one ospring in the new population of deme i.
Many other kinds of events an be imagined, but these three mehanisms (reprodution, migration
and extintion/reolonization) will be the building bloks of the models we shall onsider in this paper.
Viewed bakwards in time, reprodution events as in Example 2 will orrespond to the merger of several
lineages if they are produed (forwards in time) by the same individual during the event onsidered. A
migration event suh as in Example 3 will orrespond to the movement of one or a few lineages from their
demes to other subpopulations, if these lineages happen to have their parents in the soure demes. An
extintion event will also typially result in the movement of lineages among demes, and ould involve
muh larger numbers of individuals or demes than simple migration events. Note that lineages an both
move and merge during the same event, if their ommon parent lies in a dierent deme.
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2.2 Genealogy on the fast time sale
Let us start by onstruting a strutured genealogial proess (ξt, t ≥ 0) suh that its restrition to Psn
desribes the genealogy of n individuals on the fast time sale of individual demes. This proess will
inorporate mergers of lineages oupying the same deme as well as dispersal of lineages into empty
demes (i.e., those not ontaining other anestral lineages), but no events where geographially separated
lineages end up in idential demes and possibly merge. In fat, if the rate at whih suh events our is
very large, then it is not diult to see that the struture of the population eetively disappears on the
fast time sale and the model ollapses to that of a panmiti population. We thus rule out this kind of
situations to keep a strutured population.
We onstrut the proess ξ by speifying its restrition to Psn. As P
s
n is a nite set, we an dene
a ontinuous-time Markov proess on this spae by speifying its transition rates. Beause a blok
represents a single anestor, whose desendane at time 0 is made of the individuals ontained in the
blok, we shall ask that the rates at whih bloks move and merge do not depend on the number or
labels of these individuals. Hene, these rates will only depend on the olletion {k1, . . . , kp, 0, . . . , 0}
giving the numbers of bloks ontained in the dierent omponents of ξ. In order to desribe the possible
transitions, we need the following denition.
Denition 3. Let kˆ = {k1, . . . , kp} and kˆ′ = {k′1, . . . , k
′
q} be two olletions of (non-zero) integers. We
shall write kˆ ⊲ kˆ′ if q ≥ p,
∑q
i=1 k
′
i ≤
∑p
j=1 kj , and we an arrange the elements of kˆ
′
so that for eah
i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, we have 1 ≤ k′i ≤ ki and at least one of suh k
′
i is stritly less than ki.
Note that no olletion kˆ of integers satises {1, . . . , 1}⊲ kˆ.
For all pairs (kˆ, kˆ′) suh that kˆ⊲ kˆ′, let ϑkˆ,kˆ′ ∈ R+. In addition, if ζ ∈ P
s
n, let kˆ(ζ) be the olletion of
integers whih gives the number of bloks within eah non-empty omponent of ζ. Dene the innitesimal
rate q(ξ)(η|ζ) of a partiular transition ζ → η (when η 6= ζ and both belong to P
s
n) as:
• q(ξ)(η|ζ) = ϑkˆ(ζ),kˆ(η), if η an be obtained from ζ by rst merging some number (possibly zero)
of bloks ontained in the same omponent of ζ, and then moving some bloks to formerly empty
demes with the restrition that only bloks originating from the same deme an be gathered into
the same destination deme (again, we allow the number of bloks moved to be zero). In this ase,
we easily see that we must have kˆ(ζ)⊲ kˆ(η).
• q(ξ)(η|ζ) = 0 otherwise.
In the following, we shall assume that for any ζ ∈ Psn ontaining more than one blok in at least one
omponent, the rates satisfy the ondition ∑
η∈Psn
q(ξ)(η|ζ) > 0.
These onditions ensure that, whenever a deme ontains more than one lineage, a sattering or a oales-
ene event will happen in the future with probability one. Reall the denition of Πn given in (1). From
the form of the rates given above, we see that any η ∈ Πn is an absorbing state for ξ. Moreover, we have
the following result, saying in essene that the proess ξ with values in Psn reahes a nal state in a nite
number of steps, and this nal state is a random variable with values in Πn.
Lemma 2.1. Let τpi be the stopping time dened by τpi ≡ inf{t ≥ 0 : ξt ∈ Πn}. Then, τpi is a.s. nite
and for all t ≥ τpi, ξt = ξτpi .
Proof. From our assumptions on the rates, the only absorbing states of the proess ξ are the strutured
partitions ontained in Πn. Moreover, any transition results in a oarsening of the orresponding un-
strutured partition or in the movement of some lineages to dierent empty demes, so the number of
transitions for ξ, starting at any ξ0 ∈ Psn is bounded by n. Sine the time between two events is expo-
nentially distributed with a non-zero parameter (the sum of the rates of the possible transitions) as long
as the proess has not reahed an absorbing state, the niteness of the number of transitions undergone
by ξ imposes that τpi is a.s. nite.
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Let us introdue the following notation, justied by the result of Lemma 2.1.
Notation 1. If ζ ∈ Psn, let ζ denote a random variable with values in Πn, whose distribution is that of
the nal state of the strutured genealogial proess ξ started at ζ.
We end this subsetion with the following lemma, whose main purpose is to introdue the notion of
onsisteny for strutured genealogial proesses. If ζ ∈ Psk and ζ˜ ∈ P
s
k+1 for some k ∈ N, let us write
ζ ≺ ζ˜ if the projetion of ζ˜ onto Psk (the k-tuple desribing the strutured partition of 1, . . . , k) equals ζ.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that ξ is dened on Psk for every k ∈ N. The following onditions are equivalent:
(i) For eah k ≥ 1, ζ, η ∈ Psk and ζ˜ ∈ P
s
k+1 suh that ζ ≺ ζ˜,
q(ξ)(η|ζ) =
∑
η˜
q(ξ)(η˜|ζ˜),
where the sum is over all η˜ ∈ Psk+1 suh that η ≺ η˜.
(ii) The proess ξ is onsistent in the sense that, for all k ≥ 1, if ζ ∈ Psk and ζ
′ ∈ Psk+1 satisfy ζ ≺ ζ
′
,
then the law of the restrition to Psk of the proess ξ started at ζ
′
is the same as the law of ξ started at ζ.
In partiular, if both onditions are fullled and if η ∈ Πk has r bloks, then
P
[
ζ = η
]
=
r+1∑
j=1
P
[
ζ′ = η(j)
]
,
where for eah j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, η(j) ∈ Πk+1 is obtained from η by adding an empty (k+1)-st omponent to
η (whih turns it into an element η′ of Πk+1), and adding k + 1 in the j'th blok of η
′
. Likewise, η(r+1)
is obtained by adding the singleton {k + 1} in an empty omponent of η′.
Proof. Let ξ(k) (resp. ξ(k+1)) denote the proess ξ started at ζ ∈ P
s
k (resp. ζ
′ ∈ Psk+1), and all ξ
′
(k)
the projetion onto Psk of ξ(k+1). Sine we work with nite state spaes and disrete jump proesses,
(ii) is equivalent to the fat that for all γ, η ∈ Psk the rate at whih ξ
′
(k) jumps from γ to η is equal to
the orresponding transition rate for ξ(k). By onstrution, the former is the sum of the rates of all the
transitions from the urrent state of ξ(k+1) to a state η
′
suh that η ≺ η′, and so (ii) holds if and only if
(i) does.
The seond part of Lemma 2.2 is a diret onsequene of the onsisteny of the proess.
2.3 Limiting proess on the slow time sale
Let us now desribe the form that we would expet the genealogial proess to take on the slow time
sale as the number of demes tends to innity. This proess P will have values in Πn, so one again we
onstrut it by speifying its transition rates.
Reall the two ingredients of the desription of the strutured genealogial proesses indexed by
D < ∞, given in Setion 1.4. Coalesene and movement of bloks to formerly empty demes are the
two kinds of events that onstitute the fast proess ξ, and we saw in Lemma 2.1 that the nal state
reahed by ξ belongs to Πn a.s. Therefore, we now need to desribe how the resulting geographially
separated lineages are gathered into idential demes and, potentially, merge during the same event. As
in the denition of ξ, the rate at whih suh an event ours will only depend on the number r of demes
ontaining at least one lineage just after the event, on the numbers k1, . . . , kr of bloks brought together
into these omponents, and on the number and sizes of the groups of bloks ending up in the same demes
whih subsequently merge into a bigger blok. Hene, we shall use the following terminology.
Denition 4. Let k ≥ 2, and k1, . . . , kr ≥ 1 suh that
∑r
i=1 ki = k and at least one of the ki's is
greater than 1. Let also L1 = {l1,1, . . . , l1,i1}, . . . , Lr = {lr,1, . . . , lr,ir} be r (unordered) sets of integers
suh that for j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, we have
∑ij
u=1 lj,u = kj . We all an event in whih k lineages spread in k
dierent demes beome grouped into k1 lineages in one deme, k2 lineages in another deme, . . . , and for
all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, lj,1 lineages in deme j merge into one, lj,2 into another, and so on (all mergers our
between lineages whih landed in the same deme) a (k; k1, . . . , kr;L1, . . . , Lr)-geographial ollision.
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Remark 2.1. A geographial ollision is to be understood as a partiular transition. Beause the order of
k1, . . . , kr does not matter, a (k; k1, . . . , kr;L1, . . . , Lr)-geographial ollision is also a (k; kσ(1), . . . , kσ(r);
Lσ(1), . . . , Lσ(r))-geographial ollision for any permutation σ of {1, . . . , r}. Thus, for a given (k; k1, . . . , kr;
L1, . . . , Lr), the number of (k; k1, . . . , kr;L1, . . . , Lr)-geographial ollisions is
A(k; k1, . . . , kr)
r∏
m=1
A(km; lm,1, . . . , lm,im),
where if k, k1, . . . , kr are suh that
∑r
i=1 ki = k and bj is the number of ki's equal to j, then
A(k; k1, . . . , kr) =
(
k
k1, . . . , kr
)
1∏k
j=1 bj !
. (3)
Indeed, the binomial term gives the number of ways of hoosing k1 bloks to form a family numbered 1,
k2 other bloks to form family n
o2, and so on. But any permutation of the labels of families having the
same size gives the same unordered strutured partition, hene the normalization by the fration in the
right-hand side of (3).
Let us now dene the strutured genealogial proess P . The relation between the oeients of P
and the sequene of strutured genealogial proesses will be given in the next setion, and we simply
give the form of the limiting proess here. Reall that |ζ|a = k if the a'th omponent of ζ ontains k
bloks, and write |ζ| for the total number of bloks of ζ ∈ Psn, that is |ζ| =
∑n
a=1 |ζ|a. Furthermore, let
ζ be a Πn-valued random variable with the distribution speied in Notation 1.
Denition 5. For all integers and sets k, ki and Li satisfying the onditions of Denition 4, let
λgk;k1,...,kr ;L1,...,Lr ≥ 0. Then, (Pt, t ≥ 0) is the Markov proess with values in Πn whih evolves
as follows: when Pt = χ ∈ Πn, any (|χ|; k1, . . . , kr;L1, . . . , Lr)-geographial ollision ours at rate
λg|χ|;k1,...,kr;L1,...,Lr . Given that this ollision has outome ζ ∈ P
s
n, the new value of P is drawn from the
distribution of ζ.
We an reover the expression for the rate of any given transition in the form
q(η|χ) =
∑
ζ∈Psn
λg|χ|;k1,...,kr;L1,...,Lrζ[η],
where the rate λg|χ|;k1,...,kr ;L1,...,Lr in the term of the sum labeled by a given ζ is the rate of ourrene of
the only possible geographial ollision turning χ into ζ, if suh a ollision exists. If it does not, we set
the rate to 0. Consequently, the previous desription does speify a Markov proess on Πn.
Observe that this desription allows `ghost events' in whih lineages are gathered in idential demes
by a geographial ollision and then sattered again in dierent demes without oalesing, so that the
atual transition is of the form χ→ χ. However, we shall need to keep trak of these ghost events in the
proof of onvergene of the strutured genealogial proesses. Therefore, we shall always onsider them
as events whih do our at a ertain rate but have no eet on P .
To nish the desription of our limiting proess, we have the following result, whih in fat desribes
the unstrutured genealogy under some additional onditions.
Proposition 2.1. For eah ζ ∈ Πn, let us dene ζu ∈ Pn as the unstrutured partition of n indued by
ζ. Then the unstrutured genealogial proess (Put , t ≥ 0) indued by P is a Markov proess with values
in Pn. Suppose in addition that ondition (i) of Lemma 2.2 holds and that the λ
g
's satisfy the following
onsisteny equations: for all k ∈ N and ompatible k1, . . . , kr, L1, . . . , Lr,
λgk;k1,...,kr;L1,...,Lr =
r∑
u=1
iu+1∑
j=1
λg
k+1;k1,...,ku+1,...,kr ;L1,...,L
(j)
u ,...,Lr
+ λgk+1;k1,...,kr ,1;L1,...,Lr,{1}, (4)
where for eah u ≤ r
L(j)u =
{
{lu,1, . . . , (lu,j + 1), . . . , lu,iu} if j ≤ iu
{lu,1, . . . , lu,iu , 1} if j = iu + 1.
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(In partiular, if instantaneous oalesene after the gathering of lineages is forbidden, then the λg's are
assoiated to a Ξ-oalesent.)
Then (Put , t ≥ 0) is the restrition to Pn of a Ξ-oalesent on the partitions of N.
Remark 2.2. By xing k, k1, . . . , kr and summing over all ompatible integer sets L1, . . . , Lr, we see
that the rates λ˜gk;k1,...,kr at whih k lineages lying in k dierent demes end up in a onguration where
k1 lineages are in the same deme, k2 in another one, and so on (regardless of how many of them merge
instantaneously thereafter), are assoiated to a Ξ-oalesent whenever ondition (4) holds.
Proof. Any omponent of γ ∈ Πn ontains at most one blok and all n-tuples are dened up to a
permutation of their omponents, so the map Πn → Pn : γ 7→ γu is a measurable bijetion between Πn
and Pn. Thus, Pu inherits the Markov property of P , and its transition rates qu(ηu| γu) are obviously
given by qu(ηu| γu) = q(η| γ).
Let us turn to the seond part of Proposition 2.1. By assumption, Pu only oarsens as time goes on
and it is easy to hek that all transition rates ρ(k; k1, . . . , kr) from a partition with k bloks to a partition
obtained by merging k1 of those bloks into one, k2 into a seond one, . . . (k1, . . . , kr ∈ N,
∑r
i=1 ki = k),
are equal and depend only on k, k1, . . . , kr (the order of k1, . . . , kr does not matter). Therefore, we
need only hek the onsisteny ondition given in Shweinsberg (2000) to identify Pu as the restrition
to the partitions of [n] of a Ξ-oalesent. As the rates do not depend on n, let us rather work in Πk
with γ =
({
{1}
}
, . . . ,
{
{k}
})
and η =
({
{1, . . . , k1}
}
,
{
{k1 + 1, . . . , k1 + k2}
}
, . . . ,
{
{k1 + . . . + kr−1 +
1, . . . , k}
}
, ∅, . . . , ∅
)
, and hek that
ρ(k; k1, . . . , kr) =
r∑
i=1
ρ(k + 1; k1, . . . , ki + 1, . . . , kr) + ρ(k + 1; k1, . . . , kr, 1).
Sine the λg's satisfy (4), we have
ρ(k; k1, . . . , kr) = q(η| γ)
=
∑
ζ∈Ps
k
λgk;l1,...,ls;L1,...,Ls ζ[η] (5)
=
∑
ζ∈Ps
k
s∑
v=1
iv+1∑
j=1
λg
k+1;l1,...,lv+1,...,ls;L1,...,L
(j)
v ,...,Ls
ζ[η] +
∑
ζ∈Ps
k
λgk+1;l1,...,ls,1;L1,...,Ls,{1}ζ[η].
We wish to ompare this rate to the rates orresponding to k + 1 bloks. To this end, let us dene
ζ(v,j) ∈ P
s
k+1 for all ζ ∈ P
s
k with l non-empty omponents and v ∈ {1, . . . , l + 1}, j ∈ {1, . . . , iv + 1} (iv
being the number of bloks in the v'th non-empty omponent of ζ) by turning ζ into a (k+ 1)-tuple and
adding individual k + 1 in the j'th blok of the v'th omponent of the new vetor (v = l+ 1 means that
we add the blok {k + 1} in the extra omponent, and likewise j = iv + 1 means that we add the blok
{k + 1} in the v'th omponent of the new vetor). For example, with the previous notation γ,
γ(1,2) =
({
{1}, {k+ 1}
}
, . . . ,
{
{k}
}
, ∅
)
and γ(k+1,1) =
({
{1}
}
, . . . ,
{
{k}
}
,
{
{k + 1}
})
.
Dene also γ(j) ∈ Πk+1, for all γ ∈ Πk with r bloks and j ∈ {1, . . . , r + 1}, by turning γ into a (k + 1)-
tuple and adding individual k + 1 in the blok of the j'th omponent of the new vetor. One again,
j = k + 1 means that we add a blok {k + 1} in the extra omponent. For instane,
η(1) =
({
{1, . . . , k1, k + 1}
}
,
{
{k1 + 1, . . . , k1 + k2}
}
, . . . ,
{
{k1 + . . .+ kr−1 + 1, . . . , k}
}
, ∅, . . . , ∅
)
and
η(k+1) =
({
{1, . . . , k1}
}
,
{
{k1 + 1, . . . , k1 + k2}
}
, . . . ,
{
{k1 + . . .+ kr−1 + 1, . . . , k}
}
,
{
{k+ 1}
}
, ∅, . . . , ∅
)
.
With this notation, we see that
r∑
i=1
ρ(k + 1; k1, . . . , ki + 1, . . . , kr) + ρ(k + 1; k1, . . . , kr, 1) =
r+1∑
i=1
q(η(i)| γ(k+1,1)). (6)
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For all ζ′ ∈ Psk+1, there exists a unique triplet (ζ, v, j) where ζ ∈ P
s
k has l non-empty omponents,
v ∈ {1, . . . , l + 1} and j ∈ {1, . . . , iv + 1} suh that ζ
′ = ζ(v,j). Indeed, ζ is given by the partition of
{1, . . . , k} indued by ζ′, v is the omponent ontaining k + 1 and j is the blok of that omponent in
whih k + 1 lies. Therefore, the right-hand side of (6) is equal to
r+1∑
i=1
∑
ζ∈Ps
k
s∑
v=1
iv+1∑
j=1
λg
k+1;l1,...,lv+1,...,ls;L1,...,L
(j)
v ,...,Ls
ζ(v,j)[η
(i)]+
r+1∑
i=1
∑
ζ∈Ps
k
λgk+1;l1,...,ls,1;L1,...,Ls,{1} ζ(s+1,1)[η
(i)],
(7)
where s and the oeients λg
k+1;l1,...,lv+1,...,ls;L1,...,L
(j)
v ,...,Ls
orrespond to the partiular ζ indexing the
term of the sum. Let us look at a partiular ζ in the seond sum. The blok {k+1} remains a singleton just
after the geographial ollision, so it is not aeted by a following genealogial event and ζ(s+1,1)[η
(i)] = 0
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Lemma 2.2 hene implies that ζ(s+1,1)[η
(r+1)] = ζ[η], and the seond term of (7) is
equal to ∑
ζ∈Ps
k
λgk+1;l1,...,ls,1;L1,...,Ls,{1} ζ[η].
Let us look at a partiular ζ in the rst sum, now. When v ≤ s, the orresponding geographial ollision
brings k + 1 in a blok of the v'th omponent of ζ. By the seond part of Lemma 2.2, the probability
that the nal state of all the bloks dierent from k + 1 is given by η is equal to the sum over all
orresponding nal states of these bloks and k + 1. But taking the sum over i in
∑s+1
i=1 ζ(v,j)[η
(i)] boils
down to onsidering all suh nal states, sine ζ(v,j)[η
(i)] = 0 if the individuals in the i'th blok of η were
not in the v'th omponent of ζ before their rearrangement by the genealogial proess (reall that, under
the ation of ξ, lineages an merge only if they start in the same deme). Therefore, we obtain that, for
all ζ ∈ Psk and ompatible v, j,
r+1∑
i=1
ζ(v,j)[η
(i)] = ζ[η].
Coming bak to expressions (6) and (7), we obtain
r∑
i=1
ρ (k + 1; k1, . . . , ki + 1, . . . , kr) + ρ(k + 1; k1, . . . , kr, 1)
=
∑
ζ∈Ps
k
s∑
v=1
iv+1∑
j=1
λg
k+1;l1,...,lv+1,...,ls;L1,...,L
(j)
v ,...,Ls
ζ[η] +
∑
ζ∈Ps
k
λgk+1;l1,...,ls,1;L1,...,Ls,{1} ζ[η]
= ρ(k; k1, . . . , kr),
where the last equality follows from (5). This ompletes the proof of Proposition 2.1.
3 Convergene of the strutured genealogial proesses
Now that we have onstruted the potential limits for our sequene of strutured genealogial proesses
on the fast and slow time sales, let us state preisely what onditions we impose and in whih sense
PD
r−1
D
·
and PD onverge.
3.1 Desription of the onditions
Let n ≥ 1 be the sample size and dene two types of events:
• Type 1: some lineages ontained in the same demes merge and some move (potentially in groups)
to empty islands. The number of lineages involved in either step an be zero (meaning that only
oalesene or only sattering has ourred), and lineages starting from dierent demes are not
gathered into the same deme by the event.
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• Type 2: k lineages move, but at least one of them lands in a non-empty deme or at least two
dispersing lineages not oming from the same deme are gathered. During that event, k1 lineages
end up in the same deme, k2 lineages in another, and so on. This is immediately followed by the
oalesene of some lineages lying in idential demes (the number of suh mergers an be zero,
meaning that the lineages have only moved).
By our assumptions on the genealogial proesses, these two types desribe all kinds of events whih an
happen to the strutured genealogial proess PD, for eah D. For oniseness, we shall all an event
of type i an i-event. Assume now that, when PD has value ζ ∈ Psn and η ∈ P
s
n is a possible new value
ompatible with the type of the event (o's hold as D goes to innity):
1. The rate of ourrene of a partiular 1-event ζ → η an be written
rDϑkˆ(ζ),kˆ(η) + ν
(n)(ζ, η) + o(1) as D →∞,
where for eah n, ν(n)(·, ·) is a bounded funtion on (Psn)
2
and rD →∞ as D →∞.
2. Consider a 2-event involving k lineages, for whih there exist k1, . . . , kr ≥ 1 suh that
∑r
i=1 ki = |ζ|
and there exist r sets of integers L1 = {l1,1, . . . , l1,i1}, . . . , Lr = {lr,1, . . . , lr,ir} suh that for all
j ∈ {1, . . . , r} we have
∑ij
u=1 lj,u = kj , satisfying: in the new strutured partition, k1 lineages end
up in one deme, k2 in another deme, . . . , and for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, lj,1 lineages in deme j merge
into one, lj,i2 into another one, and so on (one again, all mergers our between lineages lying in
the same deme). Then the rate of ourrene of any suh event is of the form
l
(n)
k (ζ, η) + o(1),
where for eah n and all k ≤ n, l
(n)
k is a bounded funtion on P
s
n ×P
s
n, and in partiular if ζ ∈ Πn,
l
(n)
k (ζ, η) = λ
g
|ζ|;k1,...,kr;L1,...,Lr
.
Here again, the order of k1, . . . , kr does not matter.
3. The ϑ's orrespond to a strutured genealogial proess ξ as desribed in the last setion, and the
λg's satisfy the onsisteny equations (4).
Morally, the oalesene of lineages oupying ommon demes and the sattering of suh lineages into
empty demes our more and more rapidly as D tends to innity, whereas events olleting lineages into
ommon demes our at bounded rates. Other events are less and less frequent, so that in the limit we
obtain a separation of time sales between the instantaneous strutured genealogial proess and the slow
olleting phase of the limiting unstrutured genealogial proess. Notie that 1-events do not aet a
strutured partition ontained in Πn.
Let Gn,D denote the generator of the genealogial proess of a sample of n individuals when the
number of demes is D. For eah D, the domain D(Gn,D) of Gn,D ontains the measurable symmetri
funtions of n variables (by symmetri, we mean invariant under all permutations of the variables). From
the last remark, we see that for all f ∈ D(Gn,D), the parts of Gn,Df orresponding to 1-events vanish on
Πn. Furthermore, we an dene linear operators Ψ
n
, Γn and RnD suh that G
n,D
has the following form:
Gn,D = rDΨ
n + Γn +RnD.
More preisely, for every funtion f as above and eah ζ ∈ Psn, we have
Ψnf(ζ) =
∑
η∈Psn
ϑkˆ(ζ),kˆ(η)
(
f(η)− f(ζ)
)
and Γnf(ζ) =
∑
η∈Psn
{
ν(n)(ζ, η) + l
(n)
k (ζ, η)
}(
f(η)− f(ζ)
)
,
and by the nonnegativity of their oeients, these two operators an eah be viewed as generating a jump
proess independent of D. In partiular, we an dene the strutured genealogial proess ξ on Psn as the
proess generated by Ψn. The remaining terms o(1) in Assumptions 1 and 2 onstitute the oeients of
the (not neessarily positive) operator RnD, and so if we again use the operator norm introdued in (2),
the niteness of the number of possible transitions guarantees that 〈RnD〉 = o(1) as D →∞.
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3.2 Convergene of the strutured genealogial proesses
The main result of this setion is the onvergene of the nite-dimensional distributions of the Psn-valued
strutured genealogial proesses PD to the orresponding ones of P , exept at time t = 0. The diulty
stems from the fat that the sequene of generators Gn,D is unbounded beause of the fast genealogial
events driven by Ψn. The proof onsists in essene in showing that the dynamis of the genealogial
proesses beome very lose to the desription of the dynamis of P , in that for D large enough, one a
Γn-event (i.e., a geographial ollision) ours, enough Ψn-events happen in a very short period of time
to bring the strutured partition bak into Πn. During that short period, the probability that a Γ
n
- or an
RnD-event ours is vanishingly small so that at the time when P
D
re-enters Πn, with a high probability it
has the distribution of the nal state of ξ started at the strutured partition reated by the geographial
ollision. Overall, RnD-events are more and more infrequent and do not our in the limit.
Before stating the results of this setion, let us dene the probability measures of interest. We take
for granted the fat that the proesses ξ and PD for eah D ∈ N and all n ∈ N an be onstruted on the
same probability spae (Ω,P,F). For all ζ ∈ Psn, we thus denote the probability measure under whih
these proesses start at ζ by Pζ . Likewise, let (Ω
′,P,F ′) be the probability spae on whih the proesses
P and χ (see Denition 6) are dened for all n ∈ N. Pη denotes the probability measure under whih
these proesses start at η ∈ Πn.
With this notation, Theorem 1.1 an be restated as:
Theorem 1.1'. Suppose that the onditions stated in Setion 3.1 hold, and let ζ ∈ Psn. Then, the
strutured genealogial proesses PD started at ζ onverge to the proess P started at ζ as D tends to
innity, in the sense that for all 0 < t1 < . . . < tp,
Pζ(P
D
t1 , . . . ,P
D
tp )⇒ Pζ(Pt1 , . . . ,Ptp) as D →∞,
where Pζ(X) stands for the law of the random variable X under Pζ and Pζ(X) is dened similarly.
We also have the following result.
Proposition 3.1. Assume again that the onditions of Setion 3.1 hold. Then the sequene of DPsn [0,∞)-
valued proesses {PD
r−1
D
t
, t ≥ 0} onverges in distribution to the strutured genealogial proess ξ introdued
in Setion 2.2.
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is a diret onsequene of the uniform onvergene of the generator of
PD
r−1
D
·
(namely r−1D G
n,D
) to the generator of ξ and the niteness of the state spae. A oupling with
ξ shows that the rst time at whih both proesses dier when started from the same value tends to
innity in probability, whih is the main argument to obtain the desired onvergene. The proof being
immediate, we turn instead to the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Let us rst introdue the following notation, for eah D ∈ N:
σD1 ≡ inf{t ≥ 0 : P
D
t ∈ Πn}, τ
D
1 ≡ inf{t > σ
D
1 : a 2−event occurs at t},
and for all i ≥ 2,
σDi ≡ inf{t ≥ τ
D
i−1 : P
D
t ∈ Πn}, τ
D
i ≡ inf{t > σ
D
i : a 2−event occurs at t}, (8)
with the onvention that inf ∅ = +∞ and if σDi or τ
D
i = +∞, then the following random times are all
equal to +∞. Note that if a 2-event ours, its outome may still be in Πn (if all lineages gathered in
idential demes merge into one lineage in eah of these demes). In that ase, σDi+1 = τ
D
i . Let us also
denote the ranked epohs of events ourring to the proess P by σi, i ≥ 1, inluding what we previously
alled the `ghost events', with the onventions that σ1 = 0 and σk = +∞ for k ≥ j + 1 if there are no
more events after the j'th transition.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We start by proving the onvergene of the one-dimensional distributions, then
establish the onvergene of the nite dimensional distributions by indution on their dimension. Sine
the sample size is xed, we drop the supersript n in our notation.
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As a rst step, let us state the following denition and two lemmas, whih will be useful in the ourse
of the proof. For the sake of larity, the proofs of the lemmas are postponed until after the proof of
Theorem 1.1.
Denition 6. Let (χt, t ∈ [0, T )) denote a Πn-valued Markov proess generated by Γn, where T is dened
as
T ≡ inf
{
t ≥ 0 : χt /∈ Πn
}
.
Then, for all η ∈ Πn, χ(η) is dened as a P
s
n-random variable distributed like the outome of the rst
geographial ollision when χ starts at η (this event is always dened if the λg's satisfy (4) and η has at
least two bloks, sine the oeients λ˜g are the rates of a Ξ-oalesent as mentioned in Remark 2.2).
Lemma 3.1. Let i ≥ 1. Then for all bounded measurable funtions f on R+ × P
s
n, we have
lim
D→∞
Eζ
[
f(σDi ,P
D
σD
i
) I{σD
i
<∞}
]
= Eζ
[
f(σi,Pσi) I{σi<∞}
]
,
lim
D→∞
Eζ
[
f(τDi ,P
D
τD
i
) I{τD
i
<∞}
]
= Eζ
[
f
(
σi+1, χ(Pσi)
)
I{σi+1<∞}
]
.
In partiular, by taking f(t, η) = I{t≤s} for all s > 0, we obtain that the law under Pζ of the [0,+∞]-valued
random variable σDi (resp. τ
D
i ) onverges to the law under Pζ of σi (resp. σi+1).
Lemma 3.2. Let t ∈ (0,∞) and let i ∈ N be suh that Pζ [σi <∞] > 0. By Lemma 3.1, we also have for
D large enough Pζ [σ
D
i <∞] > 0. Let f be a real-valued funtion on P
s
n. Then
lim
D→∞
Eζ
[
f(PDt ) I[σDi ,τDi )(t)
∣∣ σDi <∞] = Eζ[f(Pt) I[σi,σi+1)(t) ∣∣ σi <∞].
Fix t > 0, let f be a real-valued funtion on Psn and denote the supremum norm of f by ‖f‖. We
have for eah D and all N ∈ N:∣∣∣Eζ[f(PDt )]− Eζ[f(Pt)]∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣Eζ
[ ∞∑
i=1
f(PDt ) I[τDi−1,σDi )(t) +
∞∑
i=1
f(PDt ) I[σDi ,τDi )(t)
]
− Eζ
[ ∞∑
i=1
f(Pt) I[σi,σi+1)(t)
]∣∣∣∣∣
≤
N∑
i=1
∣∣∣Eζ[f(PDt ) I[σDi ,τDi )(t)]− Eζ[f(Pt) I[σi,σi+1)(t)]
∣∣∣ (9)
+
N∑
i=1
Eζ
[∣∣f(PDt )∣∣ I[τDi−1,σDi )(t)] +
∣∣∣Eζ[f(PDt )I{t≥τD
N
}
]∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣Eζ[f(Pt)I{t≥σN+1}]∣∣∣,
where τ0 ≡ 0. Let ǫ > 0. The random variables σi are the jump times of P , the rates of whih are
bounded above by a onstant b ≥ 0. Thus, for eah N ≥ 1, σN is bounded below by the sum of N
independent exponentials with parameter b, and so there exists N ≥ 1 suh that
Pζ [σN+1 < t] <
ǫ
4‖f‖
.
In addition, τDN ⇒ σN+1 by Lemma 3.1, so there exists a D0 suh that for D ≥ D0,
Pζ [τ
D
N+1 <∞] <
ǫ
4‖f‖
.
Consequently, for D ≥ D0 we have∣∣∣Eζ[f(PDt )I{t≥τD
N
}
]∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣Eζ[f(Pt)I{t≥σN+1}]∣∣∣ ≤ ‖f‖(Pζ [τDN ≤ t] + Pζ [σN+1 ≤ t]) < ǫ2 . (10)
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. We have
Eζ
[∣∣f(PDt )∣∣ I[τD
i−1,σ
D
i
)(t)
]
≤ ‖f‖ Pζ
[
τDi−1 ≤ t < σ
D
i
]
= ‖f‖
(
Pζ
[
τDi−1 ≤ t
]
−Pζ
[
σDi ≤ t
])
.
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By Lemma 3.1, both τDi−1 and σ
D
i onverge in law towards σi (whose distribution funtion is ontinuous
on R+), so the right-hand side of the last inequality tends to 0 when D →∞. Hene, there exists a D1
suh that for all D ≥ D1,
N∑
i=1
Eζ
[∣∣f(PDt )∣∣ I[τDi−1,σDi )(t)] ≤ ǫ4 . (11)
One again, let i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. If Pζ
[
σi ≤ t
]
= 0, then Eζ
[
f(Pt) I[σi,σi+1)(t)
]
= 0 and
∣∣∣Eζ[f(PDt ) I[σDi ,τDi )(t)]
∣∣∣ ≤ ‖f‖ Pζ[σDi ≤ t]→ 0
as D tends to innity, by Lemma 3.1 and the ontinuity of the distribution funtion of σi in t. If
Pζ
[
σi ≤ t
]
> 0, we also have Pζ
[
σDi ≤ t
]
> 0 for D large enough, so we an write
Eζ
[
f(PDt ) I[σDi ,τDi )(t)
]
= Eζ
[
f(PDt ) I[σDi ,τDi )(t)
∣∣ σDi <∞]Pζ [σDi <∞]
→ Eζ
[
f(Pt) I[σi,σi+1)(t)
∣∣ σi <∞]Pζ[σi <∞]
= Eζ
[
f(Pt) I[σi,σi+1)(t)
]
,
where the onvergene on the seond line stems from Lemma 3.2 and the onvergene in distribution of
σDi towards σi. Consequently, there exists D2 suh that for all D ≥ D2,
N∑
i=1
∣∣∣Eζ[f(PDt ) I[σDi ,τDi )(t)] − Eζ[f(Pt) I[σi,σi+1)(t)]
∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ
4
. (12)
Combining to (9), (10), (11) and (12), we obtain for all D ≥ max{D0, D1, D2}∣∣∣Eζ[f(PDt )]− Eζ[f(Pt)]∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ.
We an hene onlude that
lim
D→∞
Eζ
[
f(PDt )
]
= Eζ
[
f(Pt)
]
,
whih ompletes the proof of the onvergene of the one-dimensional distributions of PD under Pζ to
the orresponding ones of P under Pζ.
Let us now turn to the onvergene of the nite-dimensional distributions. We prove by indution
on p that, for all 0 < t1 < . . . < tp, Pζ(PDt1 , . . . ,P
D
tp ) ⇒ Pζ(Pt1 , . . . ,Ptp) as D → ∞. By the preeding
step, the ase p = 1 is already established. Let p ≥ 2, and suppose that the onvergene holds for the
(p − 1)-dimensional distributions. Let 0 < t1 < . . . < tp, and let f1, . . . , fp be real-valued funtions on
Psn. We denote the σ-eld generated by
{
PDs , s ∈ [0, t]
}
by FDt . Then,
Eζ
[ p∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti )
]
=Eζ
[
E
[ p∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti )
∣∣∣FDtp−1]]
=Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti )EPDtp−1
[
fp(P˜
D
tp−tp−1)
]]
by the Markov property
=Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti )
( ∑
η∈Psn
pD(PDtp−1 , η, tp − tp−1)fp(η)
)]
,
where here and in the following X˜ denotes an independent version of the random variable X , the seond
expetation is taken with regards to X˜, and pD(·, ·, s) is the transition kernel of PD orresponding to
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time s. Continuing the preeding equalities, we obtain
Eζ
[ p∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti )
]
=
∑
η∈Psn
fp(η) Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti ) p
D(PDtp−1 , η, tp − tp−1)
]
=
∑
η∈Psn
fp(η) Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti ) p
D(PDtp−1 , η, tp − tp−1) I{PDtp−1 /∈ Πn}
]
(13)
+
∑
η∈Psn
fp(η) Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti ) p
D(PDtp−1 , η, tp − tp−1) I{PDtp−1∈ Πn}
]
. (14)
For all η ∈ Psn,∣∣∣∣∣Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti ) p
D(PDtp−1 , η, tp − tp−1) I{PDtp−1 /∈ Πn}
]∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
( p−1∏
i=1
‖fi‖
)
Pζ
[
PDtp−1 /∈ Πn
]
→ 0 (15)
by the onvergene of PDtp−1 to Ptp−1 in distribution and the niteness of P
s
n. As the sum in (13) is nite,
(15) implies that this sum tends to 0 when D grows to innity. Moreover, the onvergene in law of
PDtp−tp−1 to Ptp−tp−1 , the niteness of P
s
n and the fat that γ = γ a.s. if γ ∈ Πn enable us to write
max
γ∈Πn
max
η∈Psn
∣∣pD(γ, η, tp − tp−1)− p(γ, η, tp − tp−1)∣∣→ 0 as D →∞, (16)
where p(γ, η, tp − tp−1) is the transition kernel of P orresponding to time tp − tp−1, extended to η /∈ Πn
by p(γ, η, tp − tp−1) = 0. Now, we have for all η ∈ Psn
Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti ) p
D(PDtp−1 , η, tp − tp−1) I{PDtp−1∈ Πn}
]
=Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti )
(
pD(PDtp−1 , η, tp − tp−1)− p(P
D
tp−1 , η, tp − tp−1)
)
I{PDtp−1∈ Πn}
]
(17)
+ Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti ) p(P
D
tp−1 , η, tp − tp−1) I{PDtp−1∈ Πn}
]
(18)
The expression in (17) tends to 0 by (16) and dominated onvergene. As for the quantity in (18), for
eah η ∈ Psn the funtion γ 7→ p(γ, η, tp − tp−1) I{γ∈ Πn} (vanishing on P
s
n \Πn) is neessarily ontinuous
and bounded on the nite set Psn, so by the indution hypothesis for p− 1, we have
lim
D→∞
Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti ) p(P
D
tp−1 , η, tp − tp−1) I{PDtp−1∈ Πn}
]
= Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(Pti) p(Ptp−1 , η, tp − tp−1)
]
.
The two latter results, together with (14), (15), the niteness of the sums and the Markov property
applied to P lead to
lim
D→∞
Eζ
[ p∏
i=1
fi(P
D
ti )
]
=
∑
η∈Psn
fp(η) Eζ
[ p−1∏
i=1
fi(Pti) p(Ptp−1 , η, tp − tp−1)
]
=Eζ
[ p∏
i=1
fi(Pti)
]
.
As any real-valued funtion on
(
Psn
)p
an be obtained as a uniform limit of produt funtions, the
onvergene of the p-dimensional distributions is proven. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is omplete by the
indution priniple.
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let us start by proving that σD1 onverges in probability to 0. If ζ ∈ Πn, then
σD1 = 0 a.s. for all D so the onvergene trivially holds. If ζ /∈ Πn, then σ
D
1 > 0 a.s. and with the
notation introdued previously, we have for eah funtion f on Psn
GDf(ζ) = rDΨf(ζ) + Γf(ζ) +RDf(ζ),
where Ψf(ζ) 6= 0 (in fat, this holds for any η /∈ Πn, and onsequently for all values of P
D
t , t ∈ [0, σ
D
1 )).
Let us write rDcΨ(ζ) (resp. cΓ(ζ), cRD (ζ)) the total rate of the non-trivial events generated by rDΨ
(resp. Γ, RD) when G
Df is applied to ζ. As events are disrete for eah D, we an write for s > 0
Pζ
[
σD1 > s
]
≤Pζ
[
at most n Ψ−events and then a Γ− or RD−event occur in [0, s] and P
D
u /∈ Πn ∀u ∈ [0, s]
]
+Pζ
[
at most n Ψ−events and no Γ− or RD−events occur in [0, s], and P
D
u /∈ Πn ∀u ∈ [0, s]
]
+Pζ
[
more than n Ψ−events occur before the first Γ− or RD−event
]
. (19)
Sine the events generated by Ψ orrespond to the strutured genealogial proess (ξt, t ≥ 0) started at
ζ as long as no Γ- or RD-events ourred, by the bound on the number of transitions of ξ (n, see the
previous setion), the third term on the right-hand side of (19) vanishes. Moreover, the probability that
the next event generated by GD is a Γ or an RD-event when the urrent value of PD is η /∈ Πn is given
by
cΓ(η) + cRD (η)
cΓ(η) + cRD (η) + rDcΨ(η)
→ 0, D →∞,
sine cΨ(η) > 0 for suh an η, and this is preisely the kind of situation required to be in the onguration
given by the rst term of (19). So by bounding this term by the maximum over η /∈ Πn of the probabilities
alulated just before, we obtain that the rst term of (19) tends to 0 as D grows to innity. To nish,
for eah D and all k ∈ {1, . . . , n} let us all UDk the random time of the k'th event ourring to P
D
, with
the onvention that UDk = +∞ if there are less than k suh events. If k events our (i.e., U
D
k <∞) and
PD stays out of Πn, then Uk+1 is stohastially bounded by the sum of k+ 1 i.i.d. exponential variables
with parameter rD minη/∈Πn cΨ(η), whose distribution beomes onentrated lose to 0 as D grows sine
minη/∈Πn cΨ(η) > 0. Consequently,
Pζ
[
exactly k Ψ−events and no Γ− or RD−events occur in [0, s], and P
D
u /∈ Πn ∀u ∈ [0, s]
]
≤Pζ
[
UDk+1 > s, U
D
k <∞ and P
D
u /∈ Πn ∀u ∈ [0, s]
]
→ 0.
As the seond term in (19) is bounded by the sum over k ∈ {0, . . . , n} of the preeding quantities, it
onverges to zero. Hene, Pζ [σ
D
1 > s]→ 0 for all s > 0 and σ1 → 0 in probability.
Now, let f be a funtion on Psn. For eah s > 0, we have
Eζ
[
f(PDσD1
) I{σD1 <s}
]
= Eζ
[
f(PDσD1
)
]
−Eζ
[
f(PDσD1
) I{σD1 ≥s}
]
. (20)
By the onvergene in probability of σD1 to 0 and the fat that f is bounded, the seond term in the
right-hand side of (20) vanishes as D grows to innity. Furthermore, we have
Eζ
[
f(PDσD1
)
]
=Eζ
[
f(PDσD1
); only Ψ−events before σD1
]
+ Eζ
[
f(PDσD1
); at least one Γ−or RD−events before σ
D
1
]
. (21)
The seond term in (21) is bounded by ‖f‖Pζ
[
at least one Γ−or RD−events before σ
D
1
]
whih tends to
0 by the preeding alulations, giving as a by-produt that Pζ
[
only Ψ−events before σD1
]
> 0 for D
large enough. Moreover, when only Ψ−events ourred between 0 and σD1 , then the evolution of P
D
between these two times is driven by the strutured genealogial proess ξ started at ζ, so PD
σD1
has the
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same distribution as ζ. Thus,
Eζ
[
f(PDσD1
) ; only Ψ−events before σD1
]
= Eζ
[
f(PDσD1
)
∣∣ only Ψ−events before σD1 ]Pζ[only Ψ−events before σD1 ]
= E
[
f(ζ)
]
Pζ
[
only Ψ−events before σD1
]
→E
[
f(ζ)
]
.
Together with (20) and (21), we obtain that
lim
D→∞
Eζ
[
f(PDσD1
) I{σD1 <s}
]
= E[f(ζ)] = Eζ [f(P0) I{0<s}].
A monotone lass argument of enables us to onlude the same result for any bounded measurable funtion
f on R+ × Psn.
Let us now investigate the onvergene of τD1 . Reall that if η ∈ Πn and f ∈ D(G
D), then
GDf(η) = Γf(η) +RDf(η).
If s > 0, by the strong Markov property applied to PD at time σD1 we have
Pζ [τ
D
1 > s] = Eζ
[
PPD
σD
1
[τ˜D1 > s− σ
D
1 ] I{s>σD1 }
]
+Eζ
[
PPD
σD
1
[τ˜D1 > s− σ
D
1 ] I{s≤σD1 <∞}
]
. (22)
The seond term in (22) is equal to Pζ [s ≤ σD1 < ∞] whih tends to 0 when D grows to innity. If a
Γ-event ours when the urrent value of PD lies in Πn, it is neessarily a 2-event, hene the rst term
is equal to
Eζ
[
I{s>σD1 }
PPD
σD
1
[no Γ− or RD−events between 0 and s− σ
D
1 ]
]
+Eζ
[
I{s>σD1 }
PPD
σD1
[no Γ−events and at least one RD−event between 0 and s− σ
D
1 ; τ˜
D
1 > s− σ
D
1 ]
]
.
But for all η ∈ Πn,
Pη [ no Γ−events and at least one RD−event between 0 and s− σ
D
1 ; τ˜
D
1 > s− σ
D
1 ]
≤Pη[no Γ−events and at least one RD−event between 0 and s]
≤ 1− exp
(
− s max
γ∈Psn
cRD (γ)
)
→ 0,
so by dominated onvergene,
Eζ
[
I{s>σD1 }
PPD
σD1
[no Γ−event and at least one RD−event between 0 and s− σ
D
1 ; τ˜
D
1 > s− σ
D
1 ]
]
→ 0.
Consequently,
Pζ [τ
D
1 > s] = Eζ
[
I{s>σD1 }
exp−
{(
cΓ(P
D
σD1
) + cRD (P
D
σD1
)
)
(s− σD1 )
}]
→E[e−scΓ(ζ)] = Pζ [σ2 > s]
by the preeding onvergene result for (σD1 ,P
D
σD1
) and the uniform onvergene of cRD towards 0. We
an thus onlude that the law of τD1 under Pζ onverges to the law of σ2 under Pζ .
Now, by the strong Markov property applied to PD at time σD1 , we have
Eζ [ I{τD1 <s} f(P
D
τD1
) I{τD1 <∞}] (23)
=Eζ
[
I{σD1 <∞}
EPD
σD
1
[ I{τ˜D1 <s−σD1 } f(P˜
D
τ˜D1
); the first event is an RD−event]
]
+ Eζ
[
I{σD1 <∞}
EPD
σD
1
[ I{τ˜D1 <s−σD1 } f(P˜
D
τ˜D1
); the first event is a Γ−event]
]
.
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The absolute value of the rst term in the right-hand side of (23) is bounded by
‖f‖ max
η∈Πn
Pη[a first event occurs and is an RD−event]→ 0.
Moreover, if P˜D0 = η ∈ Πn and the rst event is a Γ-event, then τ˜
D
1 is the time of that rst event and
P˜D
τ˜D1
its outome. Therefore, both are independent and P˜D
τ˜D1
is distributed like χ(η), so the seond term
in (23) is equal to
Eζ
[
I{σD1 <∞}
EPD
σD1
[ I{τ˜D1 <s−σD1 }f(χ(P˜
D
0 )) ]
]
+ o(1)
=Eζ
[
I{σD1 <∞}
PPD
σD
1
[τ˜D1 < s− σ
D
1 ] EPD
σD
1
[f(χ(P˜D0 ))]
]
+ o(1).
Let us write
PPD
σD
1
[τ˜D1 < s− σ
D
1 ] = PPD
σD
1
[τ˜D1 < s]−PPD
σD
1
[
τ˜D1 ∈ [s− σ
D
1 , s]
]
and x ǫ > 0. For any δ > 0, we have
Eζ
[
I{σD1 <∞}
PPD
σD1
[
τ˜D1 ∈ [s− σ
D
1 , s]
]
EPD
σD1
[f(χ(P˜D0 ))]
]
≤ Eζ
[
I{σD1 <δ}
PPD
σD
1
[
τ˜D1 ∈ [s− δ, s]
]
EPD
σD
1
[|f(χ(P˜D0 ))|]
]
+ ‖f‖ Pζ [σ
D
1 ∈ [δ,∞)].
By the onvergene in probability of σD1 to 0, there exists D0 ≥ 1 suh that for all D ≥ D0,
Pζ [σ
D
1 ∈ [δ,∞)] <
ǫ
3‖f‖
.
Let η ∈ Πn. By the ontinuity of the distribution funtion of σ2, there exists δ0 > 0 suh that
Pη
[
σ˜2 ∈ [s− δ0, s]
]
<
ǫ
3‖f‖
.
In addition, τ˜D1 onverges in distribution to σ2, hene there exists D1 ≥ 1 suh that for all D ≥ D1,∣∣∣Pη[τ˜D1 ∈ [s− δ0, s]]−Pη[σ˜2 ∈ [s− δ0, s]]∣∣∣ < ǫ3‖f‖ .
Sine Πn is a nite set, we an onlude that for δ > 0 small enough, and D large enough, we have
Eζ
[
I{σD1 <δ}
PPD
σD1
[
τ˜D1 ∈ [s− δ, s]
]
EPD
σD1
[|f(χ(P˜D0 ))|]
]
+ ‖f‖ Pζ [σ
D
1 ∈ [δ,∞)]
≤Eζ
[
I{σD1 <δ}
max
η∈Πn
Pη
[
τ˜D1 ∈ [s− δ, s]
]
EPD
σD1
[|f(χ(P˜D0 ))|]
]
+
ǫ
3
≤ ǫ.
Now, η 7→ Pη[τ˜D1 < s] onverges uniformly in η ∈ Πn to η 7→ Pη[σ˜2 < s] and
(s, η) 7→ I{s<∞}I{η∈Πn}Pη[σ˜2 < s]Eη
[
f(χ(P˜))
]
is a bounded measurable funtion, so by the onvergene in distribution of (σD1 ,P
D
σD1
) proven above, for
D large enough we have∣∣∣Eζ [ I{τD1 <s} f(PDτD1 ) I{τD1 <∞}]− Eζ [I{σ2<s} f(χ(Pσ1)) I{σ2<∞}]
∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣Eζ [I{τD1 <s} f(PDτD1 ) I{τD1 <∞}]− Eζ[I{σ1<∞}PPσ1 [σ˜2 < s] EPσ1 [f(χ(P˜0))]]
∣∣∣
< 3ǫ.
Letting ǫ tend to zero yields the desired result (one again by invoking monotone lasses) and ompletes
the step i = 1 of the proof of Lemma 3.1.
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Suppose that the desired properties hold for i−1. Let f be a bounded ontinuous funtion onR+×Psn.
Sine I{σD
i
<∞} = I{σD
i
<∞}I{τD
i−1<∞}
, the strong Markov property applied to PD at time τDi−1 gives
Eζ
[
f(σDi ,P
D
σD
i
)I{σD
i
<∞}
]
= Eζ
[
I{τD
i−1<∞}
EPD
τD
i−1
[f(τDi−1 + σ˜
D
1 , P˜
D
σ˜D1
) I{σ˜D1 <∞}]
]
But, for all η /∈ Πn, if X denotes a random variable whose distribution under Pη is that of η (e.g. ξτpi in
the notation of Proposition 2.1), then∣∣Eη[f(t+ σ˜D1 , P˜Dσ˜D1 )I{σ˜D1 <∞}]−Eη[f(t,X)]∣∣≤ ∣∣Eη[f(t+ σ˜D1 , P˜Dσ˜D1 ) I{σ˜D1 <∞}]−Eη[f(t+ σ˜D1 , X) I{σ˜D1 <∞}]∣∣
+
∣∣Eη[f(t+ σ˜D1 , X) I{σ˜D1 <∞}]−Eη[f(t,X)]∣∣.
Sine P˜D
σ˜D1
has the same distribution as η under Pη if only Ψ-events ourred between 0 and σ˜
D
1 , the rst
term is equal to∣∣Eη[I{σ˜D1 <∞}(f(t+ σ˜D1 , P˜Dσ˜D1 )− f(t+ σ˜D1 , X)); not only Ψ−events between 0 and σ˜D1 ]∣∣
≤ 2‖f‖ max
η/∈Πn
Pη[σ˜
D
1 <∞, not only Ψ−events between 0 and σ˜
D
1 ]→ 0
by the alulations done in the proof of the onvergene of σD1 . Moreover,
Eη[f(t+ σ˜
D
1 , X) I{σ˜D1 <∞}]−Eη[f(t,X)]→ 0
uniformly in η by the onvergene in probability of σ˜D1 towards 0 and the niteness of the number of
states that X an take. Therefore,
Eη[f(t+ σ˜
D
1 , P˜
D
σ˜D1
) I{σ˜D1 <∞}]→ Eη[f(t,X)] = Eη[f(t,P0)]
uniformly in (t, η). This uniform onvergene (whih trivially holds also for η ∈ Πn sine η = η and
σD1 = 0 a.s.), together with the indution hypothesis for i − 1 yields
lim
D→∞
Eζ
[
I{τD
i−1<∞}
EPD
τD
i−1
[f(τDi−1 + σ˜
D
1 , P˜
D
σ˜D1
) I{σ˜D1 <∞}]
]
= Eζ
[
I{σi<∞}Eχ(Pσi−1 )
[f(σi, X)]
]
.
But, from the desription of the evolution of P in terms of the geographial events followed by the
instantaneous ation of the strutured genealogial proess ξ, we see that the random variable χ(Pσi−1)
is distributed preisely like Pσi (if σi <∞). Consequently,
lim
D→∞
Eζ [f(σ
D
i ,P
D
σD
i
)I{σDi <∞}] = Eζ
[
I{σi<∞}f(σi,Pσi)
]
.
The same tehnique applies to (τDi ,P
D
τD
i
), where this time we use the strong Markov property at time
σDi and the following onvergene result:
Eη[f(t+ τ
D
1 ,P
D
τD1
) I{τD1 <∞}]→ Eη[f(t+ σ2, χ(Y )) I{σ2<∞}]
uniformly in (t, η) ∈ R+ × Πn, where under Pη, Y is a.s. equal to η.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. If an event ours in the (random) interval [σDi , τ
D
i ), the rst suh event an be
neither a Ψ-event sine PD
σD
i
∈ Πn, nor a Γ-event sine PD would then undergo a 2-event before time τDi ,
ontraditing the denition of τDi , so it must be an RD-event. Consequently, if we write
Eζ
[
f(PDt ) I[σDi ,τDi )(t)
∣∣ σDi <∞]=Eζ[f(PDt ) I[σDi ,τDi )(t); nothing happens in [σDi , t]∣∣ σDi <∞] (24)
+ Eζ
[
f(PDt ) I[σD
i
,τD
i
)(t); something occurs in [σ
D
i , t]
∣∣ σDi <∞],
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then the absolute value of the seond term of the right-hand side of (24) is bounded by
‖f‖ Pζ
[
σDi ≤ t and an RD−event occurs in [σ
D
i , t]
∣∣ σDi <∞] ≤ ‖f‖(1− exp(−t maxη cRD(η))) → 0,
where in the exponential the maximum is over η ∈ Psn and reall that cRD (η) is the total rate at whih
RD-events our when the urrent value of PD is η.
The rst term of (24) is equal to
Eζ
[
f(PDσD
i
) I[σD
i
,τD
i
)(t); nothing happens in [σ
D
i , t]
∣∣ σDi <∞]
=Eζ
[
f(PDσDi
) I[σD
i
,τD
i
)(t)
∣∣ σDi <∞]−Eζ[f(PDσDi ) I[σDi ,τDi )(t); something happens in [σDi , t]∣∣ σDi <∞]
As before,
Eζ
[
f(PDσD
i
) I[σD
i
,τD
i
)(t); something happens in [σ
D
i , t]
∣∣ σDi <∞] ≤ ‖f‖(1− exp(−t maxη cRD(η))) → 0
and furthermore
Eζ
[
f(PDσD
i
) I[σD
i
,τD
i
)(t)
∣∣ σDi <∞] = Eζ[f(PDσD
i
) I{σD
i
≤t}
∣∣ σDi <∞]−Eζ[f(PDσD
i
) I{τD
i
≤t}
∣∣ σDi <∞].
(25)
On the one hand, by Lemma 3.1 and the fat that Pζ [σ
D
i <∞]→ Pζ [σi <∞] > 0, the rst term in (25)
onverges as D tends to innity to
Eζ
[
f(Pσi) I{σi≤t}
∣∣ σi <∞].
On the other hand, by the strong Markov property applied to PD at time σDi , the seond term in
(25) is equal to
Eζ
[
f(PDσD
i
) PPD
σD
i
[
τ˜D1 ≤ t
] ∣∣ σDi <∞].
The funtion η 7→ Pη
[
τ˜D1 ≤ t
]
onverges uniformly in η ∈ Πn to η 7→ Pη
[
σ˜2 ≤ t
]
, so by Lemma 3.1 we
obtain
lim
D→∞
Eζ
[
f(PDσD
i
) PPD
σD
i
[
τ˜D1 ≤ t
] ∣∣ σDi <∞]=Eζ[f(Pσi) PPσi [σ˜2 ≤ t] ∣∣ σi <∞]
=Eζ
[
f(Pσi) I{σi+1≤t}
∣∣ σi <∞]
by the strong Markov property applied this time to P at time σi. Combining the above, we obtain the
desired result.

The results obtained in this setion are similar in spirit to perturbation theorems suh as Theorem
1.7.6 in Ethier and Kurtz (1986). Indeed, in our ase the existene of a projetor p orresponding to Ψ and
the onvergene of the semigroup required (see ondition (7.12) and Remark 1.7.5 in Ethier and Kurtz,
1986, p.39) easily follows from Lemma 2.1 and the niteness of Psn. Furthermore, the existene of a limit
for r−1D G
D
is obvious from the form of GD. However, ondition (7.17) of Theorem 1.7.6 requires the
existene of a subspae E of funtions on Psn suh that for every f ∈ E, there exist funtions g, f1, f2, . . .
satisfying
‖f − fD‖ → 0 and ‖g −G
DfD‖ → 0 as D →∞.
The ondition on (fD)D≥1 and the niteness of P
s
n yield
GDfD = rDΨf + o(rD),
implying that a orresponding funtion g an exist only if Ψf ≡ 0. Although Ψf(ζ) = 0 if ζ ∈ Πn,
this ondition would also require that f(ζ) = 0 whenever ζ /∈ Πn. Hene, to t into Ethier and Kurtz'
framework, an obvious andidate for E would be
E = {f : f(ζ) = 0 for all ζ ∈ Psn \Πn},
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where we then dene a bounded linear transformation ℘n : P
s
n → Πn suh that ℘n(η) = η for every
η ∈ Πn. We may then apply Theorem 1.7.6 of Ethier and Kurtz (1986) and obtain onvergene of the
semigroup orresponding to (or equivalently here of the nite dimensional distributions of) ℘n(PD) to
that of P . However, it is unlear how to dene ℘n on the set Psn \ Πn, that is to speify how to projet
Psn down onto its subset Πn, in suh a way that the operator {
(
f ◦ ℘n, (Γn ◦ p)(f ◦ ℘n)
)
, f : Psn → P
s
n}
generates a Markov proess. Unfortunately, unless this ondition is satised, Theorem 1.7.6 annot be
used to dedue the onvergene result given in our Theorem 1.1.
3.3 Tightness
The onvergene of the nite-dimensional distributions relies on the fat that the time required for the
proess to re-enter Πn following a geographial ollision is vanishingly small as D tends to innity. On
the other hand, multiple hanges to the onguration of the genealogy an our during this short period
with high probability, so that the onditions for PD to onverge as proesses in DPsn([0,∞)) are muh
more deliate.
Reall the denition of the stopping times σDi and τ
D
i given in (8). Suppose that the probability that
a 2-event results in a onguration not in Πn vanishes as D → 0, or equivalently that
lim
D→∞
Pζ [τ
D
1 <∞, P
D
τD1
/∈ Π2] = 0, (26)
where ζ =
({
{1}
}
,
{
{2}
})
and the equivalene stems from the onsisteny equations (4). Then, we easily
see that the rst time τ after σD1 suh that P
D /∈ Πn onverges to +∞ in probability. Sine
GDf(η) = Γf(η) + o(1) as D →∞
if η ∈ Πn, we readily obtain that for any a > 0, the sequene of proesses ({PDt , t ≥ a}, D ≥ 1) is tight
(reall that σD1 onverges in probability towards 0). Let us now show that if ondition (26) does not hold,
the sequene PD is not tight. It will be easier to work with a metri on Psn, the assoiated topology still
being the disrete topology.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that (26) does not hold. Let d be a disrete metri on Psn, and suppose that
ζ ∈ Psn is suh that Pζ [σ2 < ∞] > 0. Then the sequene of proesses P
D
under Pζ is not tight in
DPsn([0,∞)) endowed with the Skorokhod topology orresponding to d.
Proof. First, reall the denition of the modulus of ontinuity w′ given in Ethier and Kurtz (1986), p.122:
for X ∈ DPsn([0,∞)), δ > 0 and T > 0,
w′(X, δ, T ) ≡ inf
{ti}
max
i
sup
s,t∈[ti−1,ti)
d(Xs, Xt), (27)
where the inmum is over all nite sets of times of the form 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn−1 < T ≤ tn suh that
min1≤i≤n(ti − ti−1) > δ and n ≥ 1.
Suppose that the sequene PD is tight. Psn is a nite set, so the disrete topology on (P
s
n, d) turns it
into a omplete and separable metri spae, therefore PD is also relatively ompat. By Corollary 3.7.4
of Ethier and Kurtz (1986), this implies that for every γ ∈ Psn, all η > 0 and T > 0, there exists δ > 0
suh that
lim sup
D→∞
Pγ
[
w′(PD, δ, T ) ≥ η
]
≤ η. (28)
Besides, the niteness of Psn guarantees the existene of ǫ > 0 suh that, if γ 6= γ
′ ∈ Psn, then d(γ, γ
′) > ǫ.
Let T = 1, η ∈ (0, ǫ) and δ ∈ (0, 1). We have
Pζ
[
w′(PD, δ, 1) ≥ η
]
=Pζ
[
w′(PD, δ, 1) ≥ η
∣∣∣ τD1 ≥ 12
]
Pζ
[
τD1 ≥
1
2
]
+ Pζ
[
w′(PD, δ, 1) ≥ η
∣∣∣ τD1 < 12
]
Pζ
[
τD1 <
1
2
]
. (29)
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On the one hand, σD1 onverges to 0 in probability and τ
D
1 ⇒ σ2, so by Slutsky's lemma (see Lemma 2.8
in van der Vaart, 1998) τD1 −σ
D
1 ⇒ σ2, whih is an exponential random variable with positive parameter,
so we have
Pζ
[
τD1 <
1
2
]
≥ Pζ
[
σD1 <
1
3
and τD1 − σ
D
1 ≤
1
6
]
= Pζ
[
τD1 − σ
D
1 ≤
1
6
]
−Pζ
[
σD1 ≥
1
3
and τD1 − σ
D
1 ≤
1
6
]
→ Pζ
[
σ2 ≤
1
6
]
≡ C > 0
sine the last term in the seond line vanishes by the onvergene in probability of σD1 to 0. On the other
hand,
Pζ
[
w′(PD, δ, 1) ≥ η
∣∣∣ τD1 < 12
]
≥Pζ
[
w′(PD, δ, 1) ≥ η
∣∣∣ τD1 < 12 , σD2 − τD1 < δ2 , PDτD1 /∈ Πn
]
×Pζ
[
σD2 − τ
D
1 <
δ
2
, PDτD1
/∈ Πn
∣∣∣ τD1 < 12
]
. (30)
By the onvergene in probability of σD1 to 0, uniformly in η ∈ P
s
n, and the strong Markov property
applied to PD at time τD1 , we obtain that σ
D
2 − τ
D
1 onverges in probability to 0. Furthermore, on the
event that no RD−events ourred between the times σD1 and τ
D
1 (the probability of whih is growing to
one), τD1 is the epoh of the rst event after σ
D
1 and P
D
τD1
its outome so, by the strong Markov property,
τD1 and P
D
τD1
are independent onditionally on FD
σD1
. Sine (26) does not hold, we an write
lim inf
D→∞
Pζ
[
σD2 − τ
D
1 <
δ
2
, PDτD1
/∈ Πn
∣∣∣ τD1 < 12
]
≥ lim inf
D→∞
Pζ
[
PDτD1
/∈ Πn
]
> 0.
Now, if τD1 <
1
2 , P
D
τD1
/∈ Πn and σD2 − τ
D
1 <
δ
2 , then by denition of ǫ,
d
(
PDτD1 −
,PDτD1
)
> ǫ and d
(
PDτD1
,PDσD2
)
> ǫ,
and by assumption σD2 − τ
D
1 <
δ
2 , so w
′(PD, δ, 1) ≥ ǫ ≥ η. Consequently,
lim inf
D→∞
Pζ
[
w′(PD, δ, 1) ≥ η
∣∣∣ τD1 < 12
]
> 0.
Therefore, we see from (29) that, for all δ ∈ (0, 1),
lim inf
D→∞
Pζ
[
w′(PD, δ, 1) ≥ η
]
> C′ > η
for any η ∈ (0, ǫ ∧ C′). This yields a ontradition with (28).
>From the last proof, we see that what prevents the sequene of strutured genealogial proesses
from being tight is that at eah geographial ollision, at least two jumps aumulate: the geographial
ollision itself and one or more transitions generated by ξ to bring PD bak into Πn.
Yet the unstrutured genealogial proess, whih is not a Markov proess for D <∞, is not modied
by movements of bloks. Thus, if the number of jumps needed by PD to re-enter Πn after a geographial
ollision were at most one with a probability growing to 1, we would expet tightness to hold for PD,u
(reall that ζu denotes the unstrutured partition generated by ζ). The next proposition in fat gives an
equivalene between the behaviour of the latter probability and tightness of
{
PD,u, D ≥ 1
}
.
Proposition 3.3. For eah D ∈ N, let UD1 be the random time dened by
UD1 ≡ inf
{
t > 0 : PDt− 6= P
D
t
}
,
with the onvention that inf ∅ = +∞. Note that, if PD0 /∈ Πn, then U
D
1 ≤ σ
D
1 . Let also χ(Πn) denote the
image of Πn by the rst geographial ollision (when it exists), that is
χ(Πn) ≡
{
γ ∈ Psn : ∃ ζ ∈ Πn, P[χ(ζ) = γ] > 0
}
.
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Suppose that for all γ /∈ Πn, P[γu 6= γu] > 0 (meaning that the proess ξ started at γ has at least one
oalesene with positive probability).
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) For all γ ∈ χ(Πn) \Πn, limD→∞Pγ [UD1 = σ
D
1 ] = 1.
(ii) For all ζ ∈ Psn and a > 0, the sequene of DPn([a,∞))-valued random variables P
D,u
, started at
ζu at time 0, is tight.
Furthermore, if ζ ∈ Πn ∪ χ(Πn), then ondition (i) is equivalent to the tightness in DPn([0,∞)) of
PD,u started at ζu.
As a onsequene of Theorem 1.1, if onditions (i) and (ii) hold, then for all ζ ∈ Psn and a > 0, the
law of
(
PD,ut , t ≥ a
)
under Pζ onverges to the law under Pζu of
(
Put , t ≥ a
)
. Furthermore, if ζ ∈ Πn,
then the onvergene holds for a = 0.
Remark 3.1. Assuming that for all γ /∈ Πn, P[γu 6= γu] > 0 is atually not required, but not supposing
it makes the proof unneessarily more involved.
Proof. One again we work with a metri d on Pn, so that DPn([0,∞)) is a omplete and separable
metri spae and the sequene (PD,u)D≥1 is tight if and only if it is relatively ompat. We all ǫ > 0 the
minimum distane between two dierent partitions. Let us rst show that if ondition (i) is not fullled,
then neither is ondition (ii). The following proof is highly reminesent to the proof of Proposition
3.2, so let us adopt diretly the same notation. In partiular, we work with T = 1 and ζ suh that
Pζ [σ2 <∞] > 0.
For eah a > 0, let us write w′a the modulus of ontinuity of a proess orresponding to times t ≥ a,
dened as in (27) with the ondition on the nite sets {ti} replaed by a = t0 < · · · < T ≤ tn. Fix
a ∈ (0, 1/3), and let η ∈ (0, ǫ) and δ ∈ (0, 1). The same alulation as in the proof of Proposition
3.2 holds by replaing the event {w′(PD, δ, 1) ≥ η} by {w′a(P
D,u, δ, 1) ≥ η} and Pζ [τD1 < 1/2] by
Pζ [1/3 ≤ τD1 < 1/2]. Hene, by (30) and the argument diretly following it, we just need to prove that
Pζ
[
w′a(P
D,u, δ, 1) ≥ η
∣∣∣ 1
3
≤ τD1 <
1
2
, σD2 − τ
D
1 <
δ
2
, PDτD1
/∈ Πn
]
(31)
is bounded below by a positive onstant for D large enough. If we dene V D1 by
V D1 ≡ inf
{
t > τD1 : P
D
t− 6= P
D
t
}
,
then the expression in (31) is equal to
Pζ
[
w′a(P
D,u, δ, 1) ≥ η ; PD,u
τD1
= PD,u
V D1
or PD,u
V D1
= PD,u
σD2
∣∣∣ 1
3
≤ τD1 <
1
2
, σD2 − τ
D
1 <
δ
2
, PDτD1
/∈ Πn
]
(32)
+Pζ
[
w′a(P
D,u, δ, 1) ≥ η ; PD,u
τD1
6= PD,u
V D1
; PD,u
V D1
6= PD,u
σD2
∣∣∣ 1
3
≤ τD1 <
1
2
, σD2 − τ
D
1 <
δ
2
, PDτD1
/∈ Πn
]
The rst term in (32) is nonnegative, and if we are in the onditions given by the seond term, then
d(PD,u
τD1
,PD,u
V D1
) ≥ ǫ, d(PD,u
V D1
,PD,u
σD2
) ≥ ǫ and σD2 − τ
D
1 <
δ
2
,
implying that w′a(P
D, δ, 1) ≥ ǫ > η. Therefore, the seond term in (32) is equal to
Pζ
[
PD,u
τD1
6= PD,u
V D1
; PD,u
V D1
6= PD,u
σD2
∣∣∣ 1
3
≤ τD1 <
1
2
, σD2 − τ
D
1 <
δ
2
, PDτD1
/∈ Πn
]
= Pζ
[
PD,u
τD1
6= PD,u
V D1
; PD,u
V D1
6= PD,u
σD2
∣∣∣ 1
3
≤ τD1 <
1
2
, PDτD1
/∈ Πn
](
1 + o(1)
)
.
Now, by the strong Markov property applied to PD at time τD1 , we have
Pζ
[
PD,u
τD1
6= PD,u
V D1
;PD,u
V D1
6= PD,u
σD2
;
1
3
≤ τD1 <
1
2
; PDτD1
/∈ Πn
]
(33)
= Eζ
[
PPD
τD
1
[
PD,u
τD1
6= P˜D,u
U˜D1
; P˜D,u
U˜D1
6= P˜D,u
σ˜D1
,
]
I{1/3≤τD1 <1/2}
I{PD
τD
1
/∈Πn}
]
.
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Sine we assumed that ondition (i) did not hold, there exists η ∈ χ(Πn)\Πn suh thatPη[U˜D1 < σ˜
D
1 ] ≥ C1
for a onstant C1 > 0 and D large enough. As η ∈ χ(Πn), we an hoose ζ suh that P[χ(ζ) = η] > 0
(and Pζ [σ2 <∞] > 0). Now, sine we assumed that P[γu 6= γu] > 0 for all γ /∈ Πn, the probability that
a oalesene event ours before a sattering event in the strutured genealogial proess ξ started at
any value not in Πn is greater than a onstant C2. Therefore, we an write
Pη
[
ηu 6= P˜D,u
U˜D1
; P˜D,u
U˜D1
6= P˜D,u
σ˜D1
]
> C′1
for a onstant C′1 > 0. By the distribution of the epohs of the geographial ollisions, the onvergene in
law of (τD1 ,P
D
τD1
) to
(
σ2, χ(ζ)
)
(.f. Lemma 3.1) and the fat that η /∈ Πn, we have for ζ hosen as above
Pζ
[
PDτD1
= η ;
1
3
≤ τD1 <
1
2
; PDτD1
/∈ Πn
]
> C3
for a onstant C3 > 0 and D large enough, so the expression in the right-hand side of (33) is bounded
below by C′1C3, and so is (31). Hene, (ii)⇒ (i).
Suppose now that ondition (i) is fullled. Condition (a) of Corollary 3.7.4 in Ethier and Kurtz (1986)
trivially holds, so we only need to hek ondition (b) on the modulus of ontinuity. Fix ζ ∈ Psn and
a > 0, and let T > a and η > 0. Firstly, by the onvergene in probability of σD1 to 0, there exists D1 ∈ N
suh that for all D ≥ D1, Pζ [σD1 ≥ a] <
η
5 . Seondly, we have
Pζ
[
at least one RD−event in [0, T ]
]
≤ 1− exp
(
− T max
ξ∈Psn
cRD (ξ)
)
→ 0, D →∞,
so there exists D2 ≥ 1 suh that for all D ≥ D2, the previous quantity is less than
η
5 . Thirdly, by the same
argument as in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 1.1, there exists N ∈ N suh that Pζ [σN ≤ T ] <
η
5 .
Hene, by Lemma 3.1, there exists D3 ≥ 1 suh that for all D ≥ D3, Pζ [σDN ≤ T ] <
η
5 .
Consequently, we an write for eah D ≥ max{D1, D2, D3} and all δ > 0
Pζ [w
′
a(P
D,u, δ, T ) ≥ η]≤Pζ [σ
D
1 ≥ a] +Pζ [σ
D
N ≤ T ] +Pζ
[
at least one RD−event in [0, T ]
]
+Pζ
[
w′a(P
D,u, δ, T ) ≥ η; σD1 < a; σ
D
N > T ; no RD−events in [0, T ]
]
<
3η
5
+Pζ
[
w′a(P
D,u, δ, T ) ≥ η; σD1 < a; σ
D
N > T ; no RD−events in [0, T ]
]
.
Furthermore, there exists δ > 0 suh that Pγ [σ2 < 3δ] <
η
5N for all γ ∈ Πn. Now, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N},
by the strong Markov property applied to PD at time τDi−1 and the onvergene of Pγ [τ
D
1 < 3δ] to
Pγ [σ2 < 3δ], uniformly in γ, we have
Pζ [τ
D
i−1 <∞; τ
D
i − τ
D
i−1 < 3δ] = Eζ
[
I{τDi−1<∞}
PPD
τD
i−1
[τ˜D1 < 3δ]
]
≤
η
5N
for D large enough. Therefore,
Pζ
[
w′a(P
D,u, δ, T ) ≥ η; σD1 < a; σ
D
N ≤ T ; no RD−event in [0, T ]
]
≤
N∑
i=1
Pζ [τ
D
i−1 <∞; τ
D
i − τ
D
i−1 < 3δ]
+Pζ
[
w′a(P
D,u, δ, T ) ≥ η; σD1 < a; σ
D
N ≤ T ; no RD−event in [0, T ]; τ
D
i − τ
D
i−1 ≥ 3δ for all i ≤ N
s.t. τDi−1 <∞
]
(34)
and the rst sum is less than
η
5 . To nish, let V
D
i denote the epoh of the next event after τ
D
i if P
D
τD
i
/∈ Πn
(if it exists, V Di = +∞ otherwise), and set V
D
i = τ
D
i = σ
D
i+1 if P
D
τD
i
∈ Πn. Sine we assume that ondition
(i) holds, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N} we have by the strong Markov property applied at time τDi and the fat
that the distribution of PD
τD
i
onentrates on χ(Πn) as D grows to innity by Lemma 3.1,
Pζ [τ
D
i <∞;V
D
i < σ
D
i+1]→ 0, D →∞,
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so the last term in (34) is less than
N∑
i=1
Pζ [τ
D
i <∞;V
D
i < σ
D
i+1]
+Pζ
[
w′a(P
D,u, δ, T ) ≥ η; σD1 < a; σ
D
N > T ; no RD−event in [0, T ]; τ
D
i − τ
D
i−1 ≥ 3δ and
V Di = σ
D
i+1 for all i ≤ N s.t. τ
D
i−1 <∞
]
,
where the rst sum is less than
η
5 for D large enough. But on that last event, σ
D
1 is less than a and no
RD-events our so τ
D
1 is the epoh of the event diretly after σ
D
1 , then all geographial ollisions are at
least 3δ away from eah other and the σDi 's are the only times in between at whih an event ours, so
neessarily w′a(P
D, δ, T ) = 0. Assembling all the piees, we obtain that
Pζ [w
′
a(P
D,u, δ, T ) ≥ η] < η,
ompleting the proof of (i)⇒ (ii).
If ζ ∈ χ(Πn) ∪ Πn, then we only need to show that (i) implies the tightness of (PD,u)D≥1 on [0,∞).
Let us diretly use the same notation as in the last proof. In the last paragraph, we proved that with
a high probability, there is no aumulations of jumps between the random time τD1 and T . Also,
we an make Pζ [τ
D
1 ≤ 2a] as small as we want by adjusting a and taking D large enough, and the
probability that at least one RD-event ours is vanishingly small, so we are left with proving that, if
δ is suh that Pζ [w
′
a(P
D,u, δ, T ) ≥ η] < η, τD1 > 2a and no RD-events our between 0 and T , then
Pζ [w
′(PD,u, δ′, a) ≥ η] < η, for some δ′ ∈ (0, δ). If ζ ∈ Πn, τD1 > 2a and no RD-events our, then τ
D
1 is
the epoh of the rst event ourring to PD so w′(PD,u, δ′, a) = 0 for all δ′ ∈ (0, δ∧ a). If ζ ∈ χ(Πn) and
the other onditions hold, then by ondition (i) we have
Pζ [U
D
1 = σ
D
1 ]→ 1, D →∞,
and furthermore Pζ [σ
D
1 < a]→ 1, so with a probability tending to one as D grows to innity, one event
ours between 0 and a, then nothing happens between a and 2a (there is no RD-events, so the next
event after σD1 must our at time τ
D
1 > 2a) and the ondition on the modulus of ontinuity is fullled
after time a so, for any δ′ ∈ (0, δ ∧ a), we do have
Pζ [w
′(PD,u, δ′, a) ≥ η] < η.
This ompletes the proof of the ase ζ ∈ χ(Πn) ∪ Πn.
Now, by Theorem 3.7.8 in Ethier and Kurtz (1986), the two ingredients to obtain the onvergene
of the proesses (PD)D≥1 are tightness, given by the rst part of Proposition 3.3 for any a > 0, and
onvergene of the nite-dimensional distributions, given by Theorem 1.1 and the bijetive orrespondene
between Πn and Pn. For ζ ∈ Πn and a = 0, tightness still holds by virtue of the last paragraph, and
an easy modiation (namely allowing t = 0 in the proof of the onvergene of the one-dimensional
distributions) of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in that ase, where ζ = ζ and σD1 = 0 a.s., gives the onvergene
of the nite-dimensional distributions of PD, inluding at time t = 0.
Let us briey omment on the ondition Pξ[U
D
1 = σ
D
1 ] → 1. If the fast within-deme oalesene is
given by a Ξ-oalesent (inluding Kingman's oalesent) ourring in one deme at a time, the ondition
is fullled if and only if at most two lineages an be olleted into the same deme during a single event.
Indeed, in that ase the next step of the genealogial proess is either to satter these two lineages into
two dierent demes or to merge them into one lineage, the outome of whih is always in Πn. If more
than 2 lineages are gathered in the same deme and do not merge during the geographial ollision, then
with a positive probability only two of them are involved in the next genealogial event and at least two
rapid steps are needed for PD to re-enter Πn. The same onlusion holds if two pairs of lineages are
gathered in two demes (meaning 2 lineages per deme), sine the genealogial proess ats in one deme at
a time by assumption.
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4 Collapse of strutured genealogial proesses
The next proposition states that the only reasonable strutured genealogies whih ollapse to an unstru-
tured genealogy (given by a Ξ-oalesent) when the number of demes tends to innity are the genealogies
that we have desribed before, subjet to ertain onditions.
Note that if we want the lineages to be exhangeable in the limit, the limiting proess needs to take
its values in
⋃
n≥1Πn. Indeed, sine the rates of intra- and inter-demes mergers greatly dier, we should
observe only inter-demes events on the slow time sale. This requires that eah deme ontains at most
one lineage at any given time in the limit.
Proposition 4.1. Let (PDt , t ≥ 0)D≥1 be a sequene of strutured genealogial proesses with values in⋃
n≥1 P
s
n. Then the following are equivalent
1. There exists a sequene rD suh that rD → +∞ as D →∞ and two strutured genealogial proesses,
(ξt, t ≥ 0) (resp. (Pt, t ≥ 0)) with values in
⋃
n≥1 P
s
n (resp.
⋃
n≥1Πn) satisfying
(a) for eah n ∈ N, the sequene of strutured genealogial proesses (PD
r−1
D
t
, t ≥ 0)D≥1 on the fast
time sale, with initial value in Psn, onverges to ξ as a proess in DPsn [0,∞). In addition, ξ
is onsistent in the sense of Lemma 2.2;
(b) the sequene (PDt , t ≥ 1)D≥1 on the slow time sale onverges towards P in that the nite-
dimensional distributions (exept possibly at time 0) onverge as in Theorem 1.1 for every
sample size n;
() there exists a Ξ-oalesent (Rt, t ≥ 1) suh that for all n ≥ 1, the unstrutured genealogial
proess Pu indued by P|Πn has the law of the restrition of R to Pn.
2. The rates assoiated to PD satisfy onditions (1), (2) and (3) of Setion 3.1, and ondition (i) of
Lemma 2.2 holds.
We shall see in the proof that the onsisteny of ξ is a key ingredient to obtain the desired equivalene.
In fat, if we did not impose it, it would ertainly be possible to onstrut partiular examples in whih
the unstrutured genealogy on the slow time sale is also a Ξ-oalesent, but the genealogies within a
deme are not onsistent. We would need to impose `good' values for the orresponding rates. We rather
hose here to emphasize more biologially relevant models, for whih the within-deme genealogial proess
is also onsistent and whih an be desribed as part of an entire lass of models rather than speial ases.
Proof. The impliation 2⇒ 1 in a onsequene of Theorem 1.1, Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 2.1.
Let us prove that 1 ⇒ 2. From the denition of a strutured genealogial proess, bloks an only
move and oalese. Furthermore PD stays in Psn whenever its initial value lies in this set, so we just
need to x n ≥ 0 and look at the orresponding rates of sattering, gathering and oalesene. From the
desription of the limiting proesses ξ and P , the rates of PD must be of the form
rDρ
(1)
D (η|ζ) + ρ
(2)
D (η|ζ) + o(1),
where for i ∈ {1, 2}, ρ
(i)
D (η|ζ) → ρ
(i)(η|ζ) as D tends to innity. (To simplify notation, we shall write
ρ
(i)
D (η|ζ) ≡ ρ
(i)(η|ζ).) Thus, ρ(1)(η|ζ) are the rates assoiated to the generator Ψ of the proess ξ. Let us
hek that all ited onditions neessarily hold:
• If ζ → η is a 1-event, then by adding an (n+1)-st individual in one of the existing bloks (therefore
hanging the sizes of the bloks but not their number), we see that the onsisteny of ξ imposes that
the part of the rate orresponding to the fast time sale depends neither on n, nor on the sizes of the
bloks. By exhangeability of the demes, this rate is thus haraterized by the number of lineages
present in eah deme before and after the transition, the order of these numbers being irrelevant.
Therefore, ondition (1) holds. By Lemma 2.2, the onsisteny of ξ implies that ondition (i) of
Lemma 2.2 is also satised.
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• One again by onsisteny of ξ, the rate of a 2-event must be of order 1. Indeed, it may otherwise
lead to an additional 1-event for the restrition of the proess with the (n + 1)-st lineage (if this
additional lineage lands in a non-empty deme or in the same deme as another moving lineage
oming from a dierent subpopulation , and the other dispersing lineages land in dierent demes),
or involve at least two lineages alone in their demes on the fast time sale. If suh an event was
allowed, then by exhangeability of the islands the fast dynami ould at on a strutured partition
in Πn and merge two lineages starting from dierent demes. Again by exhangeability, any pair
of lineages ould merge on the fast time sale and so the outome of ξ would be a single lineage
with probability one, a trivial situation whih is of no interest here. Now, sine we want to keep
exhangeability of the lineages in the unstrutured genealogy (on the slow time sale), the rates
of 2-events should depend only on the number of lineages and their geographial distribution (and
possibly on n). But if ζ ∈ Πn, all lineages are in dierent demes, so the orresponding rates are
neessarily of the form given in ondition (2). If the rates were to depend on n, then as the rates of
the fast genealogial proess whih follows diretly (for D large enough, as in the proof of Theorem
1.1) are independent of n, the overall transition from η ∈ Πn to the value of PD when it reenters Πn
would eventually give dierent rates for P ating on Πn and for the restrition to Πn of P ating
on Πn+1 (reall the onvergene of τ
D
i−1 and σ
D
i towards σi to see that the transitions of P atually
an be desribed as in Setion 3.2). This would ontradit the fat that the proess Pu orresponds
to a Ξ-oalesent. Finally, we obtain that ondition (2) must hold.
• The last argument imposes also that geographial ollisions involving k lineages our at a rate
whih is the sum of all orresponding geographial events involving k+1 lineages, whih is exatly
writing the onsisteny equations (4) of ondition (3).
Finally, we obtain that 2⇒ 1.
5 Example
We now turn our attention to a partiular lass of metapopulation models whih ombine a (nite)
Λ-oalesent within demes with migration between demes and sporadi mass extintion events. We
will use the results derived in the preeding setions to haraterize the form that the genealogy takes
in the innitely many demes limit. This, in turn, will allow us to illustrate how the statistis of the
population-wide Ξ-oalesent depend on the interplay between extintion/reolonization events and the
loal demographi proesses ourring within demes. While these models are quite ontrived - in parti-
ular, we have simply imposed the ondition that a small number of demes is responsible for repopulating
vaant demes following a mass extintion - they will allow us to expliitly alulate some quantities of
interest.
We rst desribe how the population evolves forwards-in-time. Suppose that for eah D, eah deme
ontains exatly N individuals. Fix K ∈ N, and let Λd(dx) and Λg(dy) be two probability measures
on [0, 1] with no atom at 0. Then reprodution, migration, and extintion/reolonization events our
aording to the following rules.
• Eah individual in eah deme reprodues at rate D aording to the following sheme. If an
individual in deme i reprodues, then a number x is sampled from [0, 1] aording to the probability
distribution Λd(dx), and then eah oupant of that deme dies with probability x and is replaed
by an ospring of the reproduing individual. In terms of the notation of Setion 2.1, suh an
event has the following representation when k is the label of the reproduing individual. First,
Rj,j
′
= (0, . . . , 0) for all pairs of integers j 6= j′ ∈ [D] and Rj,j = (1, . . . , 1) if j ∈ [D] \ {i}. Ri,i
is a random vetor obtained by hoosing a number x aording to Λd(dx), a number m aording
to a binomial distribution with parameters (N, x), and nally a set O ⊂ [N ] of ospring of the
reproduing individual by samplingm labels in [N ] uniformly without replaement. Then, Ri,ik = m,
Ri,ik′ = 0 for all k
′ ∈ O \ {k}, and Ri,il = 1 for all l /∈ O ∪ {k}.
• At rate Dm1, eah individual gives birth to a single migrant ospring whih then moves to any one
of the D demes, hosen uniformly at random, and replaes one of the N individuals within that
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deme, also uniformly at random. In this ase, if j is the label of the deme ontaining the parent and
k is its label, then a pair (i, l) is sampled uniformly in [D]× [N ] and the vetors R are as desribed
in Example 3 of Setion 2.1.
• Mass extintion events our at rate e. When suh an event ours, a number y is sampled from [0, 1]
aording to the probability distribution Λg(dy). Then, eah deme goes extint with probability y,
independently of all the others, and is unaeted by the extintion otherwise. Simultaneously, K
of the D demes are hosen uniformly at random to be soure demes, and the deeased oupants
of the extint island are replaed by ospring produed by individuals living in the soure demes
aording to the following sheme. The parent of eah individual reolonizing a deme left vaant
by the mass extintion is hosen uniformly at random and with replaement from among the NK
inhabitants of the soure demes. If a soure deme is hosen from among the extint ones, then
the parents of the ospring emerging from that deme are the individuals that oupied the deme
immediately prior to the extintion. To desribe suh an event using the notation of Setion 2.1,
suppose that a number y is hosen aording to Λg(dy), a number m is sampled aording to a
Binom(D, y)-distribution and a (random) set Oext ⊂ [D] is onstruted by sampling uniformly
without replaement m deme labels. Independently, another set Orec of K reolonizing demes is
also hosen by uniform sampling. Then, for all i /∈ Oext we have Ri,i = (1, . . . , 1) and eah deme
j ∈ Oext \ Orec satises Ri,j = (0, . . . , 0) for all i ∈ [D]. The vetors Ri,j with j ∈ Orec and
i ∈ Oext ∪ Orec are not easily formulated expliitly (in partiular, their desription depends on
whether the reolonizing demes also go extint during the event), but it is lear that the evolution
of the population satises the two onditions required in Setion 2.1.
Suppose that n individuals are sampled from the population at time 0, and let us onsider the evolution
(bakwards-in-time) of the strutured oalesent proess PD in Psn. From the desription of the model
forwards-in-time, the events aeting the genealogy our at the following rates:
1. If a deme ontains b lineages, then eah k-tuple of lineages in this deme (for k ≤ b) merges into one
lineage in the same deme at rate
Dλdb;k,1,...,1 = DN
∫ 1
0
Λd(dx)xk(1− x)b−k.
Furthermore, any merger event ours in one deme at a time.
2. Eah lineage migrates (alone) at rate Dm1. Indeed, the total rate at whih migrant ospring are
produed forwards-in-time is ND ×Dm1, but the probability that suh a migrant belongs to the
lineage under onsideration is (ND)−1 (reall that the deme and the label of the individual replaed
by the migrant are hosen uniformly at random). Consequently, the probability that a migrating
lineage lands in a non-empty deme is D−1 times the number of demes oupied by the other lineages
of PDt−. When suh an event ours, the probability that the migrating lineage also merges with an
anestral lineage present in the soure deme is N−1 times the number of distint anestral lineages
present in that deme.
3. Extintion events generate geographial ollisions at rate O(1). Beause the K reolonizing demes
are hosen uniformly from among the D islands, reolonization by a deme ontaining at least one
lineage of the genealogial proess ours with a probability of orderO(D−1), and so these events are
negligible in the limit. Suppose that PDt− ∈ Πn. Let k ≤ |P
D
t−|, r ≤ K, and let k1, . . . , kr be integers
greater than 1 and summing to k. For eah i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, let Li = {li1, . . . , liji} be a olletion of ji
integers summing to ki. Then eah (|PDt−|; k1, . . . , kr, 1, . . . , 1; L1, . . . , Lr, {1}, . . . , {1})-geographial
ollision ours at rate
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e∫ 1
0
Λg(dy)
|PDt−|−k∑
s=0
I{s≤K−r}
(
|PDt−| − k
s
)
yk+s(1− y)|P
D
t−|−k−s
K!
(K − r − s)!
1
Kk+s
×
r∏
i=1
{
N !
(N − ji)!
1
Nki
}
+O
( 1
D
)
(35)
≡ λ˜g
|PD
t−
|;k1,...,kr ,1,...,1;L1,...,Lr,{1},...,{1}
+O
( 1
D
)
.
The rate expression that appears in Eq. (35) an be interpreted in the following way. As well as the
k anestral lineages that are known to be aeted by the disturbane (this is speied by the type of
event), an additional s lineages may be aught up in the extintion event and moved to demes where
they remain isolated (hene produing no hanges in the strutured genealogy). In (35), the rst part in
eah term of the sum orresponds to the number of hoies for these s additional lineages, followed by the
probability that only these k + s lineages are aeted. The ondition r + s ≤ K is imposed by the fat
that the r groups of lineages geographially gathered and the s lineages aeted but remaining alone in
their demes must then belong to r+ s distint reolonizing demes. The middle part of the term speies
the probability that the aeted lineages are grouped in the desired way: regardless of the labels of the
reolonizing demes, if the latter ontain no lineages of the sample just before the extintion then
K!
(K−r−s)!
is the number of (unordered) ways of hoosing r+s of them to reeive the aeted lineages, while K−k−s
is the probability that eah of the k + s lineages moves to the presribed reolonizing deme. Finally,
the last produt is obtained in a similar manner by alloating as many distint anestors as required to
the groups of lineages gathered into the same demes. As explained above, the O(D−1) remainder term
aounts for the probability that at least one of the nitely-many reolonizing demes ontains a lineage
of PDt−.
Let us say that a simple ollision ours when a single lineage moves into a non-empty deme, and
possibly merges with one of the lineages present in this deme. To verify that the onvergene results from
the previous setions apply to the example, it will be onvenient to introdue the following quantities,
dened for all ζ, η ∈ Psn:
φc(ζ, η) =
{
1 if ζ → η is a simple collision with coalescence,
0 otherwise,
and likewise
φnc(ζ, η) =
{
1 if ζ → η is a simple collision without coalescence,
0 otherwise.
By `with oalesene' (resp. `without oalesene'), we mean that the migrating lineage merges (resp.
does not merge) with a lineage in the soure deme during the same event.
Let us onsider a partiular 1-event. If this event involves a single lineage moving to an empty deme,
it may be aused either by a migration event of the kind desribed in item 2 above (whih ours at rate
Dm1(1−k/D) if k is the number of demes oupied by the other lineages at the time of the event), or by
a mass extintion event (whose rate is of order O(1) aording to item 3). Consequently, the overall rate
of any 1-event is of the form Dm1+O(1). Groups of more than one lineage an also move simultaneously,
but only through an extintion event and so at a rate of order O(1). If the event involves an intra-deme
merger, then its rate is easily written in the form given in Setion 3.1 with rD = D; see item 1. A 2-event
ζ → η ours at a rate of order O(1), and in partiular if ζ ∈ Πn, then this rate is given by
λ˜g(ζ, η) + 2m1
{
φc(ζ, η)
1
N
+ φnc(ζ, η)
N − 1
N
}
+O
( 1
D
)
≡ λg(ζ, η) +O
( 1
D
)
,
where λ˜g(ζ, η) is the rate of the unique extintion event whih turns ζ into η. In this expression, the term
in brakets is nonzero only if the event is a simple ollision involving two lineages that have been olleted
in the same deme through migration. Suh ollisions our at rate 2m1, and then the two lineages either
oalese, with probability N−1, or remain distint, with probability 1 − N−1. Finally, we must hek
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that the λg's satisfy (4), and that the rates on the fast time sale satisfy ondition (i) of Lemma 2.2. The
latter ondition follows from the desription of the rates and the onsisteny of Λ-oalesents, and the
validity of the former ondition an be dedued from the fat that lineages hoose independently of eah
other whether they are involved in the event, and whih of the NK individual they take as a parent. We
leave the straightforward but tedious alulations to the interested reader.
All onditions of Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 2.1 hold. Thus, we an onlude that the nite
dimensional distributions of PD onverge to those of a strutured genealogial proess P with values in
Πn, and that the unstrutured proess Pu is a Ξ-oalesent with values in Pn. Let us desribe Pu as
preisely as we an. To apply the results of Setion 2.3, we need to know the distribution of the nal
state of the `fast' proess ξ that was introdued in Setion 2.2. Starting from a strutured partition
where all bloks are ontained in the same omponent (i.e., all lineages lie initially in the same deme),
this distribution oinides with the sampling distribution of the innitely many alleles model of the
generalized Fleming-Viot proess dual to the Λ-oalesent with nite measure x2Λd(dx) ating within
this deme. Indeed, on the fast time sale, anestral lineages belonging to a ommon deme migrate out to
distint, empty islands, a proess analogous to mutation to unique types with a `mutation' rate equal to
m1. Reursion formulae are given in Möhle (2006) whih an be used to ompute the probability p(n) of
unordered allele ongurations n = {n1, . . . , nk} in the innitely many alleles model when the genealogy
is given by a Λ- or a Ξ-oalesent. In our ase, the formula of interest is (with p(1) = 1):
p(n) =
nm1
gn + nm1
k∑
j=1
I{nj=1}
1
k
p(n˜j) +
n−1∑
i=1
gn,n−i
gn + nm1
k∑
j=1
I{nj>i}
nj − i
n− i
p(n− iej),
where n ≡
∑k
j=1 nj ≥ 2, n˜j ≡ (n1, . . . , nj−1, nj+1, . . . , nk), ej denotes the j'th unit vetor in R
k
and gnk
(resp. gn) is the rate at whih the number of lineages dereases from n to k (resp. the total rate at whih
the number of lineages hanges when n lineages are alive), given by
gnk =
(
n
k − 1
)∫ 1
0
Λd(dx)xn−k+1(1 − x)k−1
and
gn =
n−1∑
k=1
gnk =
∫ 1
0
Λd(dx)
(
1− (1− x)n−1(1− x+ nx)
)
.
These expressions are related to the distribution of ζ by the following formula:
P
[
ζ =
(
{B1}, . . . , {Bk}, ∅, . . . , ∅
)]
= p(|B1|, . . . , |Bk|),
where ζ =
({
{1}, . . . , {n}
}
, ∅, . . . , ∅
)
and |Bi| denotes the number of elements in the blok Bi. Indeed,
beause the dynamis on the fast time sale of lineages oupying dierent demes are independent, the
nal state of the fast genealogial proess is the onatenation of all the nal states of the groups of
lineages starting in the same deme. Hene, the preeding results are suient to desribe ζ for any
ζ ∈ Psn. Unfortunately, with this level of generality, there does not appear to be a simple desription of
the measure Ξ assoiated to Pu, but the rate assoiated to its Kingman part (that is its mass at 0) is
given by:
2m1
1
N
+ 2m1
N − 1
N
p(2) = 2
m1
N
{
1 + (N − 1)
∫ 1
0 Λ
d(dx)x2∫ 1
0
Λd(dx)x2 + 2m1
}
. (36)
The rst term in (36) orresponds to a simple ollision with oalesene, and the seond term to a simple
ollision without oalesene; the probability that the lineages then oalese before one of them migrates
is given by p(2).
One ase whih an be haraterized more thoroughly is when dispersal between demes only ours
during extintion-reolonization events (m1 = 0). For example, this might be a reasonable approximation
to make when modeling a population in whih migrants are at a substantial ompetitive disadvantage
relative to residents, so that dispersal is only suessful into demes in whih the resident population has
gone extint. In this ase, the Kingman omponent of the genealogy disappears (see (36)). Furthermore,
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viewed bakwards in time, lineages gathered into ommon demes by mass extintion events annot migrate
away before the rapid within-deme oalesent reahes a ommon anestor, and so any suh group of
lineages merges instantaneously into a single lineage. The shape of the resulting global oalesent therefore
is determined only by the way in whih mass extintion events gather lineages together. Reall the
expression for the rates of geographial ollisions given in (35), and let us examine how K, the number
of demes ontributing olonists in the wake of a mass extintion, aets the shape of the genealogy.
If K = 1, all lineages aeted by a mass extintion event have parents within the same deme. The
resulting genealogy is a Λ-oalesent, and the rate at whih k anestral lineages merge when m are present
is equal to the rate at whih exatly k lineages are aught up in an extintion event whenm demes ontain
one lineage, that is
e
∫ 1
0
Λg(dy)yk(1− y)m−k.
On the other hand, if we let K tend to innity, then eah term in the sum in (35) is asymptotially
equivalent to
K!
(K−r−s)! K
−k−s ∼ Kr−k, up to a onstant (reall that the sample size n is nite and
bounds the number of lineages at any times). Consequently, binary geographial ollisions (k = k1 = 2,
r = 1, j1 ∈ {1, 2}) our at a rate of order O(K−1), whereas the rate of a ollision involving at least
3 lineages is of order at most O(K−2). Hene, for xed sample size n, the probability that only binary
mergers our in the sample genealogy approahes 1 as K tends to innity, and the rate of eah binary
merger (multiplied by K) onverges to
e
∫ 1
0
Λg(dy)y2, (37)
where the term y2 is obtained by observing that the ondition s ≤ K − 1 in (35) is always fullled for
n xed and K large enough, and that
∑|PDt−|−2
s=0
(
|PDt−|−2
s
)
y2+s(1 − y)|P
D
t−|−2−s = y2. One the lineages
are gathered into the same deme, they an only oalese and they do so instantaneously on the slow
time sale as D → ∞. It follows that if time is resaled by a fator of DK, then the rate of a binary
merger onverges to that of Kingman's oalesent run at the rate shown in (37). Moreover, under this
time resaling, the rates of the nitely many possible multiple merger events onverge to 0 as K grows
to innity, and so the limiting (as D → ∞) unstrutured genealogial proess Pu orresponding to an
evolution with K reolonizing demes onverges to Kingman's oalesent as a proess in DPn [0,∞) as K
tends to innity. (Note, however, that this does not imply that one an interhange the limits D → ∞
and K →∞.) Finally, if K is nite but greater than 1, then geographial ollisions involving more than
two lineages our at a non-negligible rate, and so the resulting unstrutured genealogy is a more general
Ξ-oalesent.
This example shows that a large lass of oalesent proesses an arise in the innitely many demes
limit of a subdivided population with sporadi mass extintions. Depending on both the migration and the
extintion rates, as well as on the number of demes ontributing to population reovery following a mass
extintion, the limiting genealogial proess an range from Kingman's oalesent (K = ∞), as derived
by Wakeley (2004), to a Λ-oalesent (K = 1, m1 = 0), with a family of Ξ-oalesents interpolating
between these two extremes. In this partiular lass of models, multiple mergers of anestral lineages are
more likely to our when all three parameters, K, N and m1, are small, so that mass extintions have
a non-negligible probability of gathering lineages into a ommon deme where they undergo a series of
rapid mergers before being sattered again by migration. This observation suggests that it is a generi
property of strutured population models that if the limiting oalesent admits any multiple mergers,
then it also admits simultaneous mergers.
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